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Abstract 
Sources and effects of astrophysical gravitational radiation are explained briefly 
to motivate discussion of the Caltech 40 meter antenna, which employs laser 
interferometry to monitor proper distances between inertial test masses. Prac-
tical considerations in construction of the apparatus are described. Redesign of 
test mass systems has resulted in a reduction of noise from internal mass vi-
brations by up to two ord~rs of magnitude at some frequencies. A laser fre-
quency stabilization system was developed which corrects the frequency of an 
argon ion laser to a residual fluctuation level bounded by the spectral density 
jsv(f) :::; 60 gKiez/~I at fluctuation frequencies near 1.2 kHz. These and 
other improvements have contributed to reducing the spectral density of equiva-
lent gravitational wave strain noise to Jsh(f) ~ 10-19 /~at these frequencies. 
Finally, observations made with the antenna in February and March of 1987 
are described. Kilohertz-band gravitational waves produced by the remnant of 
the recent supernova are shown to be theoretically unlikely at the strength re-
quired for confident detection in this antenna (then operating at poorer sensitiv-
ity than that quoted above). A search for periodic waves in the recorded data, 
comprising Fourier analysis of four lOS-second samples of the antenna strain 
signal, was used to place new upper limits on periodic gravitational radiation 
at frequencies between 305 Hz and 5 kHz. In particular, continuous waves of 
any polarization are ruled out above strain amplitudes of 1.2 x 10-18 R .M.S. for 
waves emanating from the direction of the supernova, and 6.2 x 10-19 R.M.S . for 
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waves emanating from the galactic center, between 1.5 and 4 kilohertz. Between 
305 Hz and 5kHz no strains greater than 1.2 x 10-17 R.M.S . were detected from 
either direction. Limitations of the analysis and potential improvements are dis-
cussed, as are prospects for future searches. 
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Preface 
The Caltech 40 meter antenna is in fact a prototype for much larger antennas 
being designed for the planned Laser Interferometer Gravitational Observatory 
(LIGO), scheduled to begin observations early in the next decade. In this ca-
pacity our antenna is most often used as a testbed for the challenging new tech-
nology needed to achieve the sensitivity goals of the observatory project; as we 
shall see, its sensitivity currently falls short of the gravitational waves strengths 
predicted for most plausible astrophysical mechanisms. Its own role as an ob-
serving instrument is thus mostly confined to placing upper limits on anomalous 
radiation. 
A further consequence of the prototypical nature of our apparatus is that it 
1s constantly in a state of flux. In trying to describe the technical work in a 
logical way I must frequently jump between different times in the development 
of the antenna, and I often assess the state of knowledge on certain issues with 
considerable reference to historical context. At the very least, the numerous 
changes to the apparatus which are not described here (many people participate 
actively in our research) must often be mentioned insofar as they affect the 
contributions under consideration. While I believe this style presents the findings 
most realistically, readers of early drafts have pointed out that the text reads like 
a novel with too many flashbacks. I hope successive revisions have made it less 
objectionable. 
- Vl-
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Chapter 1 
Ideas and Objectives 
1.1 Motivations 
Building instrumentation to detect the weak influence of gravitational waves 
bathing the Earth has proven to be a difficult and challenging task. Since the 
first antennas were operated in the 1960's, persistent worldwide efforts by many 
researchers have improved the sensitivity of successive generations by several 
orders of magnitude. Still more sensitivity will be necessary before regular ob-
servations of gravitational waves can begin to yield astrophysical insight. These 
intense programs of technological development and observation are motivated by 
the exceptional properties predicted for gravitational waves and in the unique 
information they can bring us about their sources. 
Our perception of the universe has been revolutionized by astronomical ob-
servations in unexplored electromagnetic bands. The processes which typically 
produce radio waves, x- rays, infrared, ultraviolet and visible light are often so 
physically different that entire classes of objects and events went totally unob-
served in some wavelengths while dominating the sky in others. Nevertheless, 
these radiations are nearly always generated in regions of low matter density 
and weak gravity; they share the common weakness that they are obscured and 
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trapped by the very matter and gravity we would like to study [1]. 
As the observation of neutrinos from the stellar collapse associated with Su-
pernova 1987a [2,3] demonstrates, non-electromagnetic probes can penetrate to 
the very core of the most dynamic and dense regions. The subnuclear processes 
at the heart of the "superficial" optical display are thus revealed. Gravitational 
waves convey a further complementary picture, one emphasizing the physics of 
mass and of gravity itself. They penetrate, as do neutrinos; unlike neutrinos, 
however, they are not "triggered" by microcosmic reactions, but are evolved by 
the dynamical object as a whole, defying localization. 
Indirect but compelling verification that gravitational radiation exists, and 
indeed that much of gravitation is well described by General Relativity, has 
arisen from observations of the radiation-reaction drag on the binary pulsar 
PSR 1913+16 [4]. Much remains to be learned about the waves themselves; 
for example, whether they travel at precisely the same speed as light could be 
checked if an optical display, such as a supernova, were identified with a burst 
of gravitational waves. Waves from a coalescence of black holes (or stellar col-
lapse to a black hole) would provide incontrovertible evidence for the existence 
of these objects. This observation could also provide the most stringent possi-
ble test of General Relativity in the extreme limits of strong gravity and rapid 
motion. Neutron stars are likewise expected to reveal much of their structure, 
dynamics and evolution by the gravitational waves they emit at their birth and 
in their interactions with neighboring stars. The independent determination of 
the Hubble constant from observations of extragalactic coalescences of compact 
binaries is a further tantalizing benefit. The highly predictable gravitational 
waveforms these stellar systems emit as they inspiral toward collision are an 
ideal "standard candle," and the identification of such an event's host galaxy, or 
statistical conclusions from a number of detections, could allow determination of 
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the redshift/distance relation with unprecedented accuracy [6]. Numerous com-
pact binary coalescences are predicted within the range of planned gravitational 
wave observatories [7] . 
It is important, however, to reemphasize the impact of serendipitous discov-
eries uncovered by new modes of observation. We may quite reasonably expect 
unforeseen objects and phenomena to appear with the opening of gravitational 
wave observatories, just as radio telescopes first showed us quasars, galactic jets, 
and pulsars . 
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1.2 Generation of Gravitational Waves 
Gravitational radiation is predicted to arise from acceleration of massive systems, 
much as acceleration of electric charges generates electromagnetic radiation. An 
important difference, however, is that there exists only one kind of "charge" (i .e., 
mass) for gravitational interactions. As a result, the equivalent of electric dipole 
radiation is prohibited in gravitation by the conservation of linear momentum; 
furthermore, the equivalent of magnetic dipole radiation is prohibited by conser-
vation of angular momentum1 • 
However, non vanishing quadrupole radiation is possible in gravity. The power 
radiated by an electric quadrupole is proportional to the square of the third time 
derivative of the electric quadrupole moment; similarly, an massive system will 
radiate gravitational wave power proportional to the square of the third time 
derivative of its mass quadrupole moment [8, Chapter 36]. Heuristically, one 
can envision a pair of masses in orbit (a changing mass quadrupole). To first 
approximation, the differential contributions of the two masses to the curvature 
of spacetime at a great distance will cancel one another. But if allowance is made 
for the fact that one mass will typically be farther away from a distant observer 
than the other, a change in their orbital phase will appear in the contribution 
made by the nearer mass an instant before the change in the contribution from 
the farther mass arrives , since news of the altered position must travel from each 
mass at a finite speed ( = c in General Relativity and most other gravitation 
theories). 
The distant observer can carefully monitor changes in the curvature of space-
time by planting inertial test particles at various positions and monitoring the 
1 A useful analogy: in a radio broadcast whip antenna opposite charges are given opposite 
accelera tion , and in a loop antenna opposite charges are given opposite torques. Gravitational 
equivalents cannot exist because the to tal linear and angular momenta of the "antenna" are 
constants of t he motion. 
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proper lengths of geodesics joining them using clocks and photons. Geodesics 
parallel to the plane of the oscillating source's motion and those in a perpendic-
ular plane will expand and contract in antiphase; geodesics oriented at 45° to 
these planes will, to first order, remain unaffected. This defines two orthogonal 
(in the physical sense) states of plane polarization a wave may adopt, referred to 
as "plus" ( +) and "cross" ( x ) states. In general the waves will contain an ad-
mixture of polarization states, often (as in our orbiting-mass example) with fixed 
relative phases and amplitudes, leading to a natural description in terms of circu-
lar or elliptical polarization states somewhat analogous to their electromagnetic 
counterparts. The single antenna to be described here responds to the projec-
tion of an arbitrary incident gravitational wave onto a single linear polarization 
state corresponding to its own orientation, so we shall from now on consider only 
linear polarization; the combination of several such antennas at different orien-
tations can in principle give a complete picture of both polarization components 
of a wave [9). 
The magnitude of a linearly polarized plane gravitational wave is quantified 
by its "strain amplitudes" h+ and hx, defined as the fractional difference in length 
between orthogonal, initially equal geodesics in the plane perpendicular to the 
waves' propagation direction, for each of the two polarization states. Technically, 
these amplitudes are components of the difference between the metric tensor in 
the absence of the wave and the time-varying metric perturbations attributable 
to the wave, i.e. h jk(t) = 9ik(t) - 9i k(O) if it is assumed that no waves were 
present at t = 0. In order of magnitude, the strain components at the position 
of the detector (distance r from the source) will be 
(1) 
where l jk is the mass quadrupole moment tensor of the source and E ns is, roughly, 
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the "nonspherical component" of the source's internal kinetic energy [1]. This 
result yields disappointingly small amplitudes, almost certainly undetectable, 
for constructible laboratory sources of gravitational waves. We are thus unable 
to test the properties of the waves in a controlled Hertz-type experiment on 
Earth; we must look to astrophysical sources to find enough quadrupole moment 
(i.e. enough aspherical mass) and rapid enough acceleration for visible effects. 
As an example, a nonaxisymmetric neutron star with with an ellipticity t: of 
one percent ( ,....., the fractional disparity between equatorial components of its 
quadrupole tensor) rotating with a period of 2 milliseconds could produce a 
strain lhl of order one part in 1021 at a distance of 10 kiloparsecs. More detailed 
estimates of the waves emitted by various sources will be presented in Chapter 4 
and Appendix C; the latest theoretical calculations are summarized in [1] . 
It is conventional to classify sources according to the time evolution of their 
waveforms h(t). "Bursts," as might be produced by aspherical stellar collapse 
and collisions or perturbations of black holes, last only a few cycles and then 
die off. Periodic sources, like the rotating neutron star mentioned above, are 
expected to emit continuous radiation at a fixed or nearly fixed frequency (or set 
of frequencies), maintaining coherence over many cycles. Somewhere in between 
lie the signals expected from compact binary star systems which, through gravi-
tational radiation, lose orbital energy and spiral together more and more rapidly, 
emitting a "chirp" whose frequency rises with time until the stars coalesce in 
a final burst. Finally, relict waves from the formation of the universe, or the 
"confusion limit" arising from the random combination of numerous overlapping 
signals, can be classified as stochastic waves. The various classes typically re-
quire different strategies for optimal detection in the presence of noise, but the 
antennas to be described are in principle sensitive to all of them. 
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Earthbound antennas are plagued by seismic interference, which will proba-
bly prevent sensitive observations of waves having frequency components below 
10 Hz (the seismic limit is more like 100 Hz in current prototypes, but we an-
ticipate much improvement) . Astrophysical considerations imply that waves at 
frequencies above a few tens of kilohertz should be relatively weak; as a result, 
we will henceforth focus on the problems associated with detecting signals in the 
audio frequency range. 
1.3 Effects of Plane Gravitational Waves 
Gravitational waves impinging on systems of free inertial test masses are eas-
ily characterized in a comoving coordinate system where inertial test particles 
maintain fixed coordinate positions. If external forces are absent (or fluctuate 
with vastly different characteristic timescales than the gravitational waves under 
consideration), this system has the convenience that the coordinate positions of 
test particles remain constant. 
To define such a system, imagine a set of three free-falling test particles 
arranged in the xy plane at positions (0, O, 0), (0, -l, 0), and (l, 0, 0). To detect 
any change in the metric tensor, as from a gravitational wave, one can measure 
the integral of 
(2) 
along two orthogonal geodesics by clocking the proper time taken by light pulses 
emitted simultaneously at the (0, 0, 0) particle to return after reflection from the 
(0 , -l, O) and (1,0,0) particles (Figure 1). 
Specifically, consider a metric tensor containing a plane gravitational wave 
superimposed on a fiat background 
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(0.0.0) 
0 
(.$ E1I~MF 
Figure 1: Three inertial test particles falling freely through space encounter a 
plane gravitational wave with wavevector k and wavelength Agw· Photons 1 1 and 
1 2 are sent out simultaneously by the vertex particle to the outlying particles, 
and are reflected back. The difference in their round-trip times, measured by 
a clock carried on the vertex particle, is proportional to the gravitational wave 
amplitude h; the experiment is repeated continuously to determine the waveform 
h(t). Two orthogonal geodesics are used to cancel variations in the clock rate 
over the mean roundtrip interval Trt = 2l j c; the clock only needs to keep good 
time for the short difference CTrt = hTrt· If a perfect clock were available, one 
baseline would suffice. 
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where T7 is the Minkowski metric. The metric perturbation h~-D" can be rendered 
transverse (i.e., only spatial components are nonzero, and these are divergence-
free) and traceless by a suitable gauge transformation [8, 946-950]. Then the rel-
evant components of Equation 2 determining the proper lengths of the geodesics 
traversed by our light pulses will be hxx and hyy, giving 
(dt)(x) = (1 + hxx)(dx)2 (3) 
and 
(4) 
respectively. A plane gravitational wave impinging on the system with wavevec-
tor k, strain amplitude h0(t) (in the polarization state for which it is a maximum) 
and polarization angle 1/J with respect to the kz plane will have 
hxx h0 ( t) [cos 21/J( cos 2 </> - sin 2 </> cos2 8) - sin 21/J sin 2 </> cos 8] 
- ho(t)axx(8,</>,1/J) (5) 
and 
hyy - h0(t)[cos 21/J(sin2 4>- cos2 </> cos2 8) +sin 21/J sin2 </>cos 8] 
ho(t)ayy(8,</>,1/J). (6) 
Here k can be written as 
k- 21r ( 0 l) 0 A. A 0 l) A. A l) A) = -,- Sin u Sin'+' X -Sin u COS'+' y +COS u Z 
AGW 
(7) 
with .Xcw the wavelength of the gravitational radiation and 8 and </> the co-
altitude and azimuth with respect to the z and x axes (Figures 2 and 3) [10,11] . 
The path integral of the geodesic equation (2) is then evaluated for the two 
light pulses sent out; the elapsed proper times for the two orthogonal roundtrips 
are subtracted, cancelling out to lowest order possible errors in the rate of the 
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-k 
Figure 2: A gravitational wave with wavevector k and polarization angle t/J (mea-
sured with respect to the [k, z] plane) passing through the Earth. The latitude 
and longitude of the antenna are also shown. 
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Figure 3: An interior view of the celestial sphere, showing the zenith Z of the 
antenna site at latitude L; the source position S; the source azimuth 4> and 
co-altitude 8 in the antenna frame; and the source declination 6 and hour angle 
e at the time of observation. The polarization vector x' of the wave makes angle 
1/J with arc SZ. It is often more convenient to use instead the angle 1/J' with respect 
to the local meridian of the source, which (for a continuous wave having constant 
polarization) remains unchanged as the Earth rotates. 
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clock. This gives the round trip time delay O'Trt (t) induced by the wave as a 
function of proper time. In the usual limit lhol ~ 1, and for 1 ~ >KowI this time 
delay is given by 
21 
ho(t) - [a:xx(B,¢,1/J)- O:yy(B,¢,1/J)J 
c 
21 h(t) ' 
c 
(8) 
defining h( t) as the projection of the astrophysical strain registered in the antenna 
[10]. The "antenna beam" factor O:xx(B,¢,1/J)- O:yy(B,¢,1/J) is more conveniently 
evaluated if the transformation 1/J --+ 1/J' is made redefining the polarization state 
with respect to the fixed celestial meridian of the source, rather than the rotating 
detector axes (Figure 3). This convention will be adopted subsequently; a wave 
having "plus" ( +) linear polarization state, corresponding to 1/J' = 0, 1r /2, 1r, • •• , 
is hence defined as one which alters geodesics laid out along North- South and 
East- West celestial coordinate directions. The "cross" ( x ) state, of course, is 
rotated by 1r / 4 with respect to this choice. 
The extensions of Equation 8 to the cases where the length 1 is comparable 
to or greater than the gravitational wavelength >.ow, and/or the light traverses 
each path many times, have been derived in [10,12,13] . The magnitude of the 
roundtrip time difference remains proportional to the astrophysical strain ho, but 
has a different characteristic form in each regime. 
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1.4 Notation; Power Spectral Densities 
Most of the signals and measurements to be described are presented in the fre-
quency domain. This convention arises naturally in the contexts of servo sys-
tem design, mechanical resonances, and periodic gravitational wave searches to 
be discussed. Noise or other predominantly stochastic processes will be charac-
terized by their power spectral densities, or PSD's, denoted by S_(f) where the 
blank is filled in by the name of the time-dependent variable being described. 
For example, the power spectral density of the linear displacement x(t) of some 
moving object is defined as 
1 I T 1
2 
Sx(f) = lim - j x(t) e-21ri ft dt 
T-oo T -T 
(9) 
where f is the cyclic frequency in Hertz, and has units (meters)2 /Hz [14]. For 
a random process x(t) this should strictly be replaced by its expectation value 
over an ensemble of identical random systems, but for convenience we shall keep 
the same symbol. Of course, real measurements can only involve estimates of 
this quantity based on finite observation times T, and the ensemble average is 
always replaced by an average over samples of the same process taken successively 
(equivalent if the process is approximately stationary). The frequency f is usually 
in the audio range, corresponding to the frequencies of gravitational wave signals 
we expect to look for; we'll call the optical frequency of the laser light v for 
distinction. The square root of the power spectral density at a frequency f is often 
quoted for comparison with some expected signal amplitude. This "root PSD," 
or RPSD, should not be confused with the Fourier transform of a deterministic 
signal, however. We denote the Fourier transform of a waveform y(t) by y(f), 
which (again for the example that y represents a linear displacement) has units 
meters/Hz. The RPSD has the property that a signal of R.M.S. amplitude a, 
which lasts for a duration T, will be detectable in noise characterized by a RPSD 
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v's if a > .;s:;.. Thus for a continuous signal (e.g. h(t) = h(O) cos(27r f cwt)) 
buried in noise having a constant mean RPSD, the signal-to-noise ratio will 
improve as the square root of the integration time of the measurement. 
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1.5 Interferometric Antennas 
The first instruments built to detect the weak effects of gravitational waves did 
not spring directly from the above description involving free masses. Instead, bar 
antennas (as they are widely known) are arranged to register very small changes 
in the state of a harmonic oscillator, usually a large crystal or bar of metal. A 
gravitational wave passing through such an oscillator would deposit some energy 
in it (or remove some, depending on the bar's initial state and the phase of the 
wave). For more discussion of bar antennas see [15,16,17]. Recent variants of 
these instruments have achieved sensitivities approaching h ~ 10-18 for bursts of 
millisecond duration. 
The use of inertial masses monitored by light beams, while perhaps as old 
a concept as the bar (see [1] and references therein for historical context) , was 
not tried experimentally until relatively late. I will confine this discussion to 
certain practical realizations of this method. The first free-mass interferometric 
instrument was constructed and operated by Forward at Hughes Corporation 
in the early 1970's and achieved a strain RPSD of Jsh(f) ~ 3 x 10- 16 / -/"fu 
between 1 and 3 kilohertz [11]. Since then more sophisticated interferometers 
have been built at the University of Glasgow in Scotland, Max Planck Institute 
in Germany, Weitzmann Institute in Israel, and at both MIT and Caltech in the 
u.s. 
1.5.1 Practical Considerations 
The test masses in the simple description of Section 1.3 were assumed to be in 
free-fall, uninfluenced by any external forces. A realistic experiment done on the 
Earth's surface can only approximate these conditions. One simplification is that 
the masses need only be untethered in the plane of the monitored distances. 
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Another is that, provided the instrument responds with sufficient linearity to 
external forces , those which fluctuate at frequencies well away from expected 
signal frequencies can be filtered out or ignored. These considerations suggest 
hanging the test masses on long wires, leaving them free in the horizontal plane 
at frequencies far above the resonant frequency of the pendulum mode. Current 
gravitational wave interferometers have their test masses suspended on wires 
about 0.3 to 1.5 meters in length; the masses are thus 'inertial' over timescales 
significantly shorter than 1 second. Fluctuating forces from seismic and artificial 
ground motion will tend to mask the tiny displacements sought; the pendulum 
suspension serves to isolate the mass from these influences. Some additional 
antiseismic and acoustic isolation between the outside world and the pendulum 
suspension point is generally needed as well. Since hanging the mass from wires 
will typically allow it to rotate freely, some angular control must be applied to 
keep the light reflector aligned, or a special angle-insensitive optical arrangement 
must be used. 
Having ensured the freedom of the test masses from external influences, we 
are left with the problem of accurately monitoring the relative delay between the 
geodesics joining masses along the two arms. In current instruments continuous 
beams of coherent light are used, rather than discrete pulses. The imprint of 
proper time is derived from the phase of each returning light wave, determined 
by interfering them together or with the common source. 
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1.5.2 "Fundamental" Sensitivity Limits 
The Quantum Limit 
Applying a "Heisenberg's Microscope"-type argument to the measurement of the 
position of a free mass yields an uncertainty principle limit 
(10) 
where m is the mass and we have assumed we are looking for a transient signal 
of duration T ( ~ the inverse bandwidth of the measurement) [18]. Unless some 
scheme for circumventing this limit for free masses is discovered [19], the smallest 
detectable motion is limited by the equivalent displacement spectral density 
(11) 
or, for a detector of arm length l, a strain spectral density 
(12) 
where we have used the rigorous calculation of quantum limit spectral density 
(assuming an optimum measurement strategy) provided by Caves [21]. 
This limit is obtained by increasing the light power until the effect of fluctuat-
ing radiation pressure on the masses (due to quantum fluctuation of the number 
of photons hitting the mirror) becomes equal to the uncertainty in the measured 
phase (due to quantum fluctuation of the number of photons detected). To ac-
tually encounter this quantum limit in any current antenna would require much 
more light power than suitable present- day lasers can provide (of order one kilo-
watt for the Caltech instrument). 
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Shot Noise 
With light sources available today, a more pressmg concern is the statistical 
fluctuation in the finite number of photons that can be mustered for the phase 
measurement. This fluctuation is commonly referred to as the "shot noise" in 
the light. For most ordinary light sources individual photons are independent, so 
their arrivals at a detector are Poisson-distributed in time. This leads to a fluctu-
ation !;,.N = v'N in the number of photons N arriving in an interval over which 
N are typically expected. If one measures the relative phase between two beams 
of light, for example by interfering them and estimating the resultant intensity 
as a fraction of the maximum (in-phase) intensity, it is possible to interpolate 
to precision !;,.<f> .2: 1r / VN by integrating for a period in which N photons are 
typically expected, implying a strain sensitivity limit of order h .2: Aopt/27rlVN 
where Aopt is the wavelength of the light used. 
The Question of Length 
Many noise sources which might interfere with the strain measurement contribute 
a fixed amount of displacement noise to each mass, irrespective of the readout 
system used. Among these are the "quantum limit" noise mentioned above and 
the thermal Brownian motion of the test masses. To make these sources con-
tribute as little noise as possible to the strain measurement, it is desirable to 
separate the masses as much as possible. The largest reasonable length is set by 
the finite speed of the light beams; when 21 ~ >..ow the wave-induced phase shift 
reverses sign before a given photon has completed its journey, and the effect will 
tend to average away over successive half cycles2 • For kilohertz waves there is 
little practical advantage to making l any more than 150 kilometers. 
2Some plausible gravitational waveforms h(t ) have "memory" ; a nonzero strain remains in-
definitely after t he wave passes , and the phase shift can continue to accumulate [22]. 
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A detector this physical length would be expensive, so a further compromise 
is based on evaluating the local noise sources more carefully. Fortunately, from 
the point of view of minimizing the contribution of shot noise, it is not the 
physical length but the optical length which matters. Several schemes have been 
proposed to actually fold the optical path into a shorter arrangement3 . The 
gravitational wave-induced phase shift is then accumulated over b successive 
reflections of the beam from each test mass, yielding the same optical phase 
shift as a single-bounce detector b times as long. The total time a given photon 
spends retracing each path before its phase is measured is, of course, subject to 
the same constraint imposed by the finite period of gravitational waves under 
consideration. Two major folded optical schemes are under investigation, the 
optical delay line [24] and the Fabry-Perot cavity [25] . 
An optical delay line comprises two concave spherical rmrrors arranged so 
that a light beam penetrating one mirror through a hole near the periphery 
is made to execute a sequence of discrete reflections between the two before 
reemerging through the same hole [26]. The number of bounces on each mir-
ror is determined by their separation and curvature and the condition that the 
exit beam fall on the entry hole. This system has several attractive properties, 
one being that the optical path is relatively insensitive to the angles of the mir-
ror surfaces. Gravitational wave detectors employing this technique have been 
developed extensively by several groups [27,28,29]. 
The Fabry-Perot cavity configuration of gravitational wave interferometer has 
been chosen for study at Caltech. For a review of many alternative optical, 
mechanical, and other detectors of gravitational radiation, please see [1] and its 
3 Folding the optical path to make the instrument fit into a practical laboratory was a key 
innovation of Michelson 's interferometers [23]. The techniques described here greatly enhance the 
possible number of reflections while adding relatively little complication to the mirror structure , 
another important consideration to be discussed in Chapter 2. 
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references. 
1.5.3 Fabry-Perot Interferometers 
Fabry-Perot interferometers have been applied to precise measurements of wave-
length and refractive index for many years [30,31]. In essence, the simplest such 
instrument consists of two plane, parallel, slightly transmissive mirrors. Succes-
sive internal reflections of collimated monochromatic light entering through one 
mirror will superimpose constructively if the mirrors are an integral number of 
half-wavelengths apart, leading to a buildup of light power inside; a very small 
change in the separation of the reflectors (or the light wavelength) will scramble 
the relative phases of successive reflections and the buildup will disappear. To see 
how the principle can be applied to accumulating the optical phase shift induced 
by a gravitational wave it may be instructive to follow a wave train through the 
instrument. 
Consider Figure 4 . In each arm of a standard Michelson interferometer we 
have interposed a partially transmitting mirror (M1 and M3 ) of reflectivity R 1 • 
These inner mirrors may be connected rigidly to the beamsplitter or may be on 
separate test masses nearby. The mirrors on the distant test masses have been 
made concave to match the spherical phase fronts of the diffracting laser beams; 
the systems M 1M 2 and M 3M 4 are thus stable optical resonators [32, Chapter 8] . 
The phase of every light wave at a given axial position in such a resonator (often 
called a "cavity") has the same dependence on cylindrical radius p, which is thus 
ignorable. 
The beamsplitter divides the laser power equally between the two arms. In 
each, a certain fraction E0 is reflected promptly at the near mirror while the rest 
proceeds to the far test mass, whereupon it is sent back bearing the imprint of 
the geodesic proper length in its phase 8</>. On return a fraction is transmitted 
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LASER 
Figure 4: A Fabry-Perot based gravitational wave detector. M 1 and M3 are par-
tially transmissive, while M 2 and M 4 have the highest reflectivity possible. Both 
distances M 1 M 2 and M 3 M 4 are held by servo systems (not shown) to roughly 
an integral number of half-wavelengths of the laser light. This causes the light 
to build up in each arm by resonance, and enhances small wave-induced phase 
shifts in the light leaking back out throught the input mirror. This light field Ecau 
interferes with the incident laser field Eo reflected promptly by the input mirror; 
the resultants from the two arms may be diverted and examined separately for 
the two cavities, or (as shown) may be interfered with each other back at the 
beamsplitter and the final resultant monitored with photodetector D. 
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back toward the beamsplitter while the rest is reflected to repeat the journey, 
each successive trip accumulating phase shift S4> and experiencing a small loss to 
the outside at the input mirror. The experimenter arranges (by methods to be 
discussed in Section 3.2) to keep S4> ~ 2mr on average; electric field components 
from successive round trips thus add up almost coherently, and the light inside 
each cavity is built up by resonance to an intensity Ic ~ ! 0 x (1 - y'R1 R 2 )-1 
where Io is the laser intensity incident on M 1 (Figure 5). 
The light leaking backward out of each cavity Ecav compnses the sum of 
electric fields from each of the many round trips, and this resultant field interferes 
with the promptly reflected input Eo from the laser; the sum Ecav + Eo may 
itself be interfered at the beamsplitter with the result of the symmetric process 
returning from the other arm to find the phase difference. In current practice 
the returning light from the two arms is usually diverted by directional isolators 
(not shown) and is not recombined. The relative phase between Ecav and Eo is 
measured separately for each cavity and the results are effectively subtracted to 
give the gravitational wave strain. 
The induced optical phase difference between the outputs of the two cavities 
for a sinusoidal gravitational wave strain of amplitude h and frequency /gw is 
given by 
47r2C ( 1 )-l D..f/>(fgw) = -,- -- - i/gw h(fgw) {13) 
A 41l"Te 
for /gw « cfl [10]. Here Te = l/[c(1 - y'R1 R 2 )] is the cavity storage time; a 
given photon bouncing between the mirrors has probability 1/ e of remaining 
after this amount of time. The number of bounces a typical photon survives 
without escaping is therefore b "" CTe/1, making the connection with discrete-
bounce systems clear. Equation 13 shows the fall in optical phase response for a 
given amplitude has the gravitational wave frequency exceeds the characteristic 
frequency of the cavity f c = 1/41l"Te· In the Caltech prototype this frequency has 
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Figure 5: Schematic representation of the optical electric field reflected by the 
Fabry-Perot cavities in the interferometer of Figure 4, as seen in a frame which 
rotates with the laser field at Oopt ~ (2rr) · 6 x 1014 Hz. The promptly reflected 
laser field Eo acquires 1r phase shift on reflection with respect to the portion 
transmitted into the cavity. This transmitted portion bounces back and forth, 
leaking a fraction b~t E 2 , ••• back out through M 1 on each return bearing the 
imprint of geodesic M 1M2M 1 in its phase. The sum of all these fields Ec011 , and 
the resultant E,. after combining with E0 , are shown for several values of the 
proper distance. 
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been varied between 125 and 450Hz, depending on the transmission selected for 
the cavity input mirrors. The long storage times implied by these figures are 
achieved by using modern ultra-low-loss mirrors, which lose as little as 50 parts 
per million of incident power per reflection. 
The "shot noise limit" to measuring ¢>, when expressed as a RPSD of equiv-
alent strain, will be independent of frequency up to this breakpoint and will rise 
as f above it, the expected effect of averaging the optical phase shift over more 
than half a period of the gravitational waves. The actual limit depends on the 
exact method used to measure the optical phase and on losses and mismatching 
in the cavities; this has been calculated rigorously by Whitcomb [33]. 
1.5.4 Less Fundamental Sensitivity Limits 
The Caltech interferometer has rarely been truly limited by photon shot nmse 
over more than a narrow band of frequencies. Much of the work to be described 
was and remains concerned with unanticipated or underestimated spurious noise 
sources. Many of these were only discoverable in the instrument itself, leading 
to the inevitable subservience of its role as an observing instrument to that of a 
technology testbed. Each noise source is identified as it appears and comes to 
dominate the spectrum and subsequently eliminated, revealing the next obstacle. 
One can divide the spurious noise sources identified to date among those 
associated with the test masses themselves, and those related to the lasers and 
external optics. Some potentially important noise sources, such as light scattering 
in the interferometer cavities and fluctuations in the refractive index of residual 
gas, fit into neither category; the reader is referred to [34], [35] and [36] for more 
information. 
The remainder of this thesis is concerned with investigations leading to signif-
icant improvements of two key elements of the antenna, the test masses and the 
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laser light. Finally, some observations made with the antenna are discussed and 
analyzed for evidence of periodic gravitational radiation; this should be viewed 
not as a culmination of the improvements discussed, but as an interlude in the 
continuing process of refinement. Indeed, many of the technical innovations to 
be described have transpired since the observations. As one consequence of re-
cent improvements, the antenna's strain sensitivity is approximately three times 
better than it was for the observing run (Figure 6). Even excluding the effects 
of local periodic interference, which hampered those observations and have now 
been greatly reduced, the antenna could then detect a given source over only 
one twenty-seventh the volume it can cover now. The observations are never-
theless important for two reasons; first, they were recorded soon after the very 
close supernova in the Large Magellanic Cloud, an unusual astrophysical event. 
Second, they place an upper limit on the overall flux of periodic gravitational 
waves bathing the Earth, improving on previous experiments by a considerable 
margm. 
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Figure 6: Strain RPSD of the Caltech 40 meter antenna in late 1987, showing 
its lowest noise level achieved to date. The calibration peak at 1.2 kHz was 
induced by driving one test mass with a sine wave at 10-15 meter RMS amplitude; 
the bandwidth of each bin in the spectrum is 4.7 Hz. Among the most recent 
improvements contributing to this performance are all-quartz optically contacted 
test bodies, magnetic cavity length servo systems, penetration of the single-mode 
optical fiber into the vacuum system and isolation of its output coupler, and the 
inclusion of a narrowband "mode cleaner" optical filter in series with the laser 
to reduce high-frequency laser fluctuations. Some of this work will be described 
here; the optical fiber improvements are mentioned in [37] . Above 1.3 kHz the 
spectrum is within a factor of two of the calculated shot noise [33] for the modest 
light power used, about 25 mW. The bump at 2 kHz may be an artifact of 
fluctuating secondary-cavity servo loop gain (Appendix D). At low frequencies 
the many peaks may be caused by resonances of the beamsplitter mass, which is of 
the obsolescent design described in Chapter 2, and acoustic vibration of the laser, 
fiber and other optics outside the vacuum enclosure. Since this performance was 
achieved, efforts have focussed on further reducing the bandwidth and increasing 
the power throughput of the mode cleaning cavity. 
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Chapter 2 
The Test Masses 
Making gravitational test masses behave like the pointlike inertial bodies dis-
cussed above has turned out to be a fairly difficult task. From a laboratory 
practitioner's standpoint, this may not be surprising. The strongest gravita-
tional waves might change the separation of the test masses in our 40 meter 
antenna by only 10-18 meter, one hundredth the diameter of a proton. Extraor-
dinary freedom from external forces and internal distortions is thus required. 
2.1 Seismic Isolation 
Between earthquakes, the Caltech campus shakes in the horizontal plane with a 
displacement RPSD of order 10-13 m / v'Hz at 1 kHz. The spectrum rises very 
steeply at lower frequencies, roughly as f-3 [38]. Since the seismic vibrations 
are likely to be uncorrelated over distances much greater than the acoustic wave-
length in the ground, one cannot rely on cancellation of "common mode" motion 
in an apparatus 40 meters in size. A factor of order 106 isolation between each 
test mass and the lab floor is thus needed at 1 kHz to reach the strain RPSD of 
J Sh(f) = 10- 19 / v'Hz shown in Figure 6; considerably more isolation is required 
at 300Hz. 
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The test masses of the 40 meter interferometer are isolated in several stages. 
The outermost shield is provided by separating the laboratory floor into four 
segments. Three small segments, at each end and in the corner area, are sup-
ported on concrete piles which extend approximately 5 meters downward to a 
relatively solid stratum. The optical tables and vacuum tanks are all supported 
by these three separate pieces of floor. Vacuum pumps, electronics, and people 
all occupy the remaining area which is built in the standard way on the surface. 
Walking on this ordinary floor does not affect the interferometer, but even tread-
ing lightly on the isolated segments noticeably disturbs the masses. 
On each pad sits a Newport optical bench, supported by air legs. The air legs 
are not usually inflated; their off-the-shelf height servos are insufficiently stable 
to maintain the angle of the tabletop to the required precision. The tables are 
advertised to strongly damp internal vibrations. Vacuum tanks are strapped 
to each table, and an aluminum tower is bolted to the inside of each tank to 
support the next isolating stage. These are connected to 40 meter long, 20 
em diameter vacuum pipes via soft stainless steel bellows, arranged in pairs to 
compensate the force of atmospheric pressure; in this way the tanks (and thus 
the mass suspensions) remain largely decoupled from the pipes. 
The next stage of isolation is provided by a stack of two lead weights separated 
by compliant toy rubber cars. The lower weight rests on more rubber cars placed 
on the tower; a massive platform which houses the mass suspension and its 
control transducers sits on still more rubber cars atop the upper lead weight. The 
intended effect is that of three coupled three-dimensional harmonic oscillators, 
damped by the rubber's viscosity. The fully loaded stack assembly has a resonant 
frequency of approximately 5 Hz in the horizontal plane, and 10 Hz vertically; 
the quality factor Q is less than 10 [38]. 
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The final and most critical isolation factor is provided by the pendulum sus-
pension of each test mass. In the Caltech instrument each mass is actually hung 
from a small intermediate mass, called a "control block," which is constrained 
in translations but allowed to rotate in response to torque transducers; the test 
mass itself is hung by four wires in such a way that it follows the angular orien-
tation of the control block (Figure 7). These wires are of hard carbon steel piano 
wire, 30 em long and just thick enough not to break under the weight of the test 
mass 1• The length is chosen to place the pendulum frequency near one Hertz, 
and the wire mass (i.e., thickness) is then made as small as possible to maximize 
the frequency of the fundamental "violin" mode of the wire and the spacing be-
tween higher modes. In our detector the lowest violin resonances occur near 630 
Hz. 
For frequencies well above the pendulum frequency the result of a displace-
ment 8x 3 of the suspension point is an acceleration of the mass Xm = g8x 3 / L 
where L is the wire length, so the displacement transfer function falls as / - 2 • 
This behavior is interrupted by the wire resonances, which provide narrow trans-
mission "windows," and by the viscous damping of the pendulum which compro-
mises its isolation at frequencies above the "quality factor" Q times its resonant 
frequency. The pendulum Q of each mass in the Caltech instrument is at least 
several thousand in vacuum, so this latter departure is not significant in the kilo-
hertz band. Excitation at the fundamental and first harmonic wire resonances 
has been observed in the gravitational wave signal, but with some care to filter 
out signals applied to the suspension point transducers at these frequencies it 
has usually been suppressed. 
1 A factor of two in breaking stress is reserved for safety. For two of t he masses this left 
inadequate margin; t he Richter 5.9 earthquake which occurred on 1 October 1987 at a distance 
of a bout 5 kilometers (and one Richter 5 .1 aftershock) broke some wires. T he masses were caught 
with minimal damage by safety s tops included for t his purpose. 
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Measurements of the linear transfer function of the lead/rubber stack assem-
bly [39] and of the entire structure including the pendulum [40] indicate that the 
attenuation is more than adequate to block ambient seismic noise at frequencies 
above 100 Hz, although the consequences of nonlinear and nonorthogonal cou-
pling have not been investigated in detail. 
2.2 Acoustic Isolation 
The low pressure in the experimental chambers ( ;S 10-5torr) greatly reduces 
the risk of direct acoustic interaction with the test masses. Coupling of sound 
to the wire suspension point via some mechanical path from the air outside 
might be more serious. The transmission path for acoustic noise is thus largely 
indistinguishable from that for seismic noise. Attempts to measure direct acoustic 
tranmission have revealed that optics outside the vacuum, especially the laser, 
provide the dominant path of entry for airborne acoustic interference. There is 
no explicit acoustic shielding on the vacuum system, although at one time an 
effective shield was built around the laser [41]. Acoustic interference complicated 
the data analysis presented in Chapter 4, by adding narrowband noise at a few 
discrete frequencies; however, it is not a major contributor to the broadband 
n01se. 
2.3 Suspension and Control 
To avoid exciting high-order spatial modes of the optical cavities, the rmrrors 
must be aligned within 10-s radian [38, page 70]. The second-order effect of 
small angle fluctuations on the perceived length of a cavity with perfect average 
alignment gives an effect tll ~ pl( C!:.0) 2 where p is a dimensionless factor of 
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order unity which depends on the curvature of the cavity rrurrors and f:l.() is 
the angular deviation of the mirror [42]. Predicting the spectral density of the 
equivalent displacement induced by this effect requires assuming some form for 
the spectral density of the angle fluctuations at all frequencies above and below 
the frequency of interest. This has been calculated for the case where the angle 
fluctuations are due purely to the thermal excitation of bending modes of the 
mirror; for this "best case" limit, at least, the noise seems inconsequential [43]. 
Letting the optic axis stray a small amount d from the center of mass intro-
duces a first-order coupling l:l.l ~ db..() which can be far more serious. Other plau-
sible mechanisms for mirror angle affecting the perceived cavity length abound, 
ranging from the trivial, e.g., applying torques about axes other than the prin-
cipal inertial axes, to the baroque, e.g., sweeping the beam across small figure 
distortions or scattering centers . This latter mechanism would also upconvert 
low-frequency angle noise to high frequency path length jitter. Motion of the 
input laser beam may also multiply up an otherwise insignificant slow mirror 
angle fluctuation to higher frequencies [44]. 
In response to these potential problems, some of which are discussed quan-
titatively in [37], we have attempted to minimize angle deviations. The test 
masses are all servoed by 40 meter optical levers to reference photodiodes fixed 
on each optical table. A helium-neon laser beam, suitably expanded to endure 
diffraction, is sent through the evacuated pipe to each cavity mirror and reflected 
back to a quadrant photodiode near the laser. The photocurrents from the four 
quadrants are suitably summed and differenced to provide altitude and azimuth 
correction signals. These are amplified, filtered and fed to torque transducers on 
the mass control block. A secondary "local" control loop using 1 meter optical 
levers (for greater dynamic range) is provided for each mass to enable starting 
up from a state of total misalignment. 
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The orientation servo loops have unity-gain bandwidths of from 10 to 30 Hz; 
above this range the signals to the torque transducers are filtered strongly. The 
moment of inertia of the test mass is relied upon to resist AC torques at higher 
frequencies. Special care is taken to bring the axes of mass rotation (defined 
by the pivot points of the wires on the mass and the control block) as close 
as possible to the principal inertial axes. This reduces the coupling of angular 
acceleration to linear acceleration (and vice versa) and is particularly important 
in view of the intrinsic anisotropy of the antiseismic system. 
The current form of torque transducer is depicted in Figure 7. The control 
block is hung from a single length of wire (or a pair of wires in an inverted 
"V" arrangement) which allows it to rotate and tilt about its geometric center. 
Additional constraint wires define the horizontal position of the control block 
without restraining its rotations. Small samarium-cobalt magnets are glued near 
the ends of the control block, and four copper coils are connected to high-current 
amplifiers in such a way as to induce torques in the block about the vertical axis 
and one horizontal axis. The other horizontal axis (the one nominally parallel 
with the optic axis of the cavity) is not servoed. The equilibrium distance of 
each magnet from its coil is adjusted to bring the force per unit current near its 
maximum value, so the transducer is linear to first order in angle. The four wires 
extending downward to the mass are arranged to transmit the applied torques 
to the mass and keep it parallel to the control block. 
Translation of the control block along the optic axis can be effected by use 
of a piezoelectric stack translator affixed to the suspension platform. A stiff 
wire anchored to the free end of this translator passes through the center of the 
control block, which is locally clamped to it, and is held in tension by a spring 
on its outboard end. The "wire pushing" piezo effectively moves the suspension 
point of the mass along the optic axis by translating the control block; it is 
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Figure 7: Semi-schematic depiction of one of the cylindrical test masses used 
since 1984, with transducers and sensors used to control its angle and position. 
The auxiliary laser and position sensing photodiode sense the angle of the mirror 
surface; the magnetic coil/permanent magnet system servo the pitch and yaw of 
the control block to keep the test mass aligned with this reference. The separation 
between the coils and their magnets is exaggerated for clarity. Also shown are the 
light source (an LED) and shadow sensor (a silicon photodiode) which comprise 
the "shark detector" sensor (§ 2.4), a device which senses the velocity of the 
mass and feeds corrections to the piezo translator at top in order to damp its 
seismically-excited swinging. The support frame above is supported inside the 
vacuum tank by the lead and rubber stack assembly described in the text. In the 
current arrangement four masses like this one carry the critical cavity mirrors, 
while a fifth more complex mass (like the one shown in Figure 9) carries the 
beamsplitter and other beam-handling optics . 
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driven to compensate drift of the cavity lengths at very low frequencies (below .3 
Hz) and also to damp the seismically-excited pendulum motion (from .3 Hz up 
to 10 Hz). Above 100 Hz the piezo signal is strongly filtered to keep electronic 
noise from driving the wires and mass at interesting frequencies. Wire pushing 
signals are derived from two sources. When the cavity in question is servoed to 
an interference fringe, the signal from the servo can be low-pass filtered and fed 
to both wirepushers on that arm to help keep the main actuators within their 
dynamic range. However, if the cavity falls off the fringe, this signal disappears 
(or worse, turns into nonsense), and the masses may be seismically excited to huge 
amplitudes before the servo can reacquire. The amplitude can reach hundreds of 
fringes peak to peak at one Hertz, and the fringe servo may be unable to stop the 
mass rapidly enough as one flies by. The shark detector was developed primarily 
to deal with this annoyance. 
2.4 Shark Detectors 
The shark detector2 was devised to sense the velocity of a swinging mass and 
generate a damping signal to be applied to its wirepushing piezo. The sensor 
simultaneously needs a dynamic range of some millimeters to be usable in se-
rious "pendulum emergencies" (as often arise when people step on the isolated 
floor pads to make adjustments) and yet needs sufficient sensitivity to damp the 
mass motion to less than a fringe or so (about .25 micron peak). An auxiliary 
Michelson interferometer equipped with a fringe composing device had been used 
successfully in previous experiments (see [38, page 87]) but was deemed inap-
propriate because of its complexity and sensitivity to alignment, as well as the 
inaccessibility of some of the masses. A "shadow meter" device was settled on 
2So named by Mack Hereld . 
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for compactness and simplicity. A light-emitting diode (LED) is focussed across 
a gap onto a 4 mm x 4 mm square silicon photodiode. The edge of the test mass 
is interposed in the gap and simply casts a shadow on the photodiode (Figure 7) . 
The LED beam is set tangent to the arc described by the edge as the mass rotates 
about its center of mass. This decouples the mass orientation from the sensor to 
first order. 
Concerns that stray laser beams, room lights and scattered light from the 
resonating cavity would interfere with the sensor led to a design in which the 
LED is amplitude-modulated at a high frequency (100 kHz) and the light is 
coherently demodulated after detection. Although the device was only needed 
to act in a narrow band around the 1 Hz resonant frequency, it was speculated 
that modulated LED light might contaminate other signals and appear in noise 
spectra if the frequency was lower. 
This demodulated shadow signal is differentiated over a limited bandwidth, 
amplified, and fed to the wire pushing piezo. Computer analysis of the circuitry 
(45) has indicated that with sufficient gain the filtering shown in Figure 8 will 
indeed afford critical damping of the pendulum motion. In a brief experiment 
with a powerful magnetic mass drive system, the shark detector signal was used 
to damp the mass from some millimeters amplitude to a standstill in less than 
one cycle (indicating overdamping) without instability. Because of the sharp 
narrowband filtering, the damping contributes no thermal Nyquist force to the 
pendulum at higher frequencies; the technique has thus been called "cold damp-
ing." 
The equivalent displacement RPSD of the sensors and circuit is approximately 
100 nm/ v"Hz near 1 Hz. By decreasing the gap, reducing the size of the beam 
and/ or photo diode (sacrificing dynamic range) and increasing the photodiode 
luminosity, as well as using a diode preamp with lower input current noise, it is 
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Figure 8: Circuit diagram of the shark detector system, developed in collabora-
tion with Mark Hereld. The LED current (about 70 milliamps peak) is chopped 
by a VN lOK FET switch operated by a CD4047 CMOS clock chip. The de-
tected photocurrent is converted to a voltage by a fast OP-37 current-to-voltage 
converter and, after high-pass filtering, is fed to a unity-gain inverter and to a 
buffer. A CD4053 analog switch also operated by the clock alternately selects the 
signal and its inverse to be passed to a low-frequency integrator. The switching 
and integration demodulates the signal, averaging away components in the pho-
tocurrent not blinking synchronously. This is similar to the action of a lock-in 
analyzer [46]. By finely adjusting the gain of the inverter it is straightforward to 
balance the demodulator so that stray laser or room light many times as intense 
as the flashing LED has no perceptible effect (providing the input preamp is not 
saturated). The output of the integrator is a DC voltage proportional to the po-
sition of the mass. This is differentiated, filtered, and passed to a high-voltage 
amplifier (not shown) which drives the wire-pushing piezo. 
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expected that equivalent displacement noise levels below one nm/ ~ can be 
achieved; for practical reasons the sensors were anchored to the vacuum tank, 
which is such a noisy platform that the sensor noise is not significant. At present 
the shark detector signals are applied to the wire pushing transducers with limited 
gain, damping the pendulum only to an effective Q of 30 or so. The masses are 
not critically damped because this would have the effect of locking them to the 
noisy vacuum tank, and there is currently no provision for cutting out the shark 
signals when the cavity acquires a fringe . In the future rather simple switching 
circuitry and an isolated, low-noise platform on which to mount the sensors 
should allow full use of the shark detectors' rapid damping capability without 
degrading the performance of the interferometer. 
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2.5 Thermal Noise 
The ~kBq of thermal energy populating each degree of freedom of an appara-
tus requires careful consideration when the instrument must register subnuclear 
displacements . A simple one-dimensional harmonic oscillator of mass m, reso-
nant frequency wo and quality factor Q maintains thermal equilibrium with its 
environment by experiencing an apparent force with spectral density SF(!) = 
4kBT · mwo/Q . This "white noise" force results in a fluctuating displacement 
having power spectral density 
Sx(f) = 4kBT [(1 - j2)2 + f 2] -1 
mw5Q Q2 (14) 
where j = 27r f fw0 is the frequency normalized to units of the resonant frequency 
[38]. Rather than solve for the normal mode spectrum of the entire apparatus 
it seems a reasonable approximation (provided that Q's are high) to separately 
evaluate the direct contribution of each mode to the thermal noise spectrum of the 
mirror displacement x as though it were an isolated simple harmonic oscillator. 
Perhaps the most transparent example is the pendulum motion of the mass as a 
whole; internal mechanical modes of the test masses themselves, however, have 
been more troublesome in practice. 
Equation 14 reduces in the limit j » 1 to Sx(/) = 4kBT/ (mw5Q/ 4 ) for high 
Q, so for a one-Hertz pendulum at room temperature the displacement RPSD 
at audio frequencies due to thermal excitation is 
JS. {f) oe 2.6 X W19 c~PF ! c~gF ! ck;z)' ~ {15) 
where the parameters chosen are roughly those of the current Caltech test mass 
suspensions. This may become a serious limit for the Caltech interferometer 
in the future, but larger masses ( 2: 100 kg) and greater Q's ( Q 2: 107 has been 
demonstrated [47]) could forestall the eventuality for some orders of magnitude. 
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Troublesome thermal fluctuations can anse m internal modes of the test 
masses, which drive the mirror surfaces with respect to the centers of mass . The 
normal modes of each mass can have resonant frequencies in the frequency band 
of interest and/or at higher frequencies, invoking different regimes of Equation 14. 
Take me ;S m and y respectively as the effective mass and normal coordinate 
of the mode under consideration, and call the projection of this normal coordinate 
on the distance of the mirror surface from the center of mass a = xjy (0 ~ 
lal ~ 1). These parameters can be calculated rigorously, but for simple modes 
they can be estimated3 • Each mode is thus described by a standard equation of 
motion 
(16) 
where Fth(T) is the effective thermal force discussed above, so the resulting mir-
ror displacement is again given by Equation 14 with the substitutions x -+ y 
and m -+ me. If the resonant frequency fo = wo/27r of the mode in ques-
tion is in the band where we are looking for gravitational waves, the height of 
the resonant peak in the spectral density may be of interest; taking j = 1 gives 
Sx(fo) = 4kaTQa2 /mewg. The width 6./ = w0 j21rQ of the resonance must be 
compared with the frequency spread of expected signals; for some applications a 
few known, well-catalogued resonances are not terribly damaging. However, in 
general it is better to place most resonant modes at significantly higher frequen-
cies than expected signals. If this can be managed, the appropriate limit j ~ 1 
of Equation 14 gives the frequency- independent PSD Sx(f) = 4kaTa2 /mewJQ. 
Although there are a very large number of such modes (of order the number of 
molecules in the mass) whose effects in this pseudo-independent treatment should 
be summed in quadrature, only a few of the lowest ones will have a significant 
3 For example, the first longitudinal vibrational mode of a long cylinder with a massless mirror 
mounted on the end face will have me :::: m/2 and a :::: 1; the first flexural mode of the same 
cylinder migh t have me:::: m/3 but a= 0. 
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coupling a:. 
The state of the art in test mass design has advanced considerably since work 
began on these interferometers, and it has taken some effort to make a workable 
system employing masses with specifications like those quoted in Equation 15. 
Some interesting work characterizing the original Caltech test masses and how 
subsequent mass designs evolved are described next. 
2.6 Mass Engineering 
Before 1984 the Caltech test masses, named Huey (northeast), Dewey (vertex), 
and Louie (southwest)4 each comprised two 36 em aluminum disks joined in five 
places by 11 em long posts (Figure 9). The upper disk was machined away in 
several places for access and was made correspondingly thicker to place the cen -
ter of mass of the assembly midway between the disks. The lower disk was 2 .5 
em thick and acted as a small optical table on which the various optical com-
ponents were arranged. Cavity mirrors were placed in standard optical mounts 
glued down near the edge of each mass; the Dewey mass also held a beamsplit-
ter, directional isolators, and various steering mirrors needed to snake the beam 
around the central axis (obstructed by the suspension wire attachment post) . All 
three masses carried separate auxiliary mirrors in standard adjustable mounts 
for the local and global orientation servos. 
To see if the complicated structure could be contributing to the excess of 
noise affiicting the interferometer at the time, a dummy mass was instrumented 
with strain transducers and several readout systems to measure the frequencies 
and quality factors of some of the normal modes, and if possible to estimate their 
effect on the motion of the cavity mirror. The investigation is summarized in 
4 After Don ald Duck 's t hree mischievous nephews (48]. 
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Figure 9: One of the three test masses used before 1984. It is suspended by three 
wires attached to the center post near the midplane; the optic axis is arranged 
to intersect the center of gravity, which also lies approximately in this plane. 
Adjustable mirror mounts (foreground) were attached near the edge with glue. 
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Figure 10: An uncalibrated interferometer strain spectrum from 1984 with (solid) 
and without (broken) pseudorandom white noise applied to a piezoelectric exciter 
bonded onto Huey. 
Appendix A. Briefly, it was concluded that many resonances with Q's in the low 
hundreds coupled strongly to the motion of the cavity mirrors. This is shown 
in Figure 10, in which artificial mechanical excitation was applied to one of the 
test masses while the interferometer was running to gauge the effect of internal 
vibration on the strain signal. Many resonances were enhanced which matched 
features in the strain spectrum; modes of the other two masses might well have 
contributed the remaining features . The excitation of thermal noise in these 
resonances could account for the heights of many peaks in the interferometer noise 
spectrum, even without any transmission of acoustic energy from the outside. 
At around the same time the German and :::>cottish groups were discovering 
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similar results, and the decision was taken to rebuild the test masses to simplify 
the mode structure, increase the Q's, and push all significant resonances which 
might affect the mirror position to much higher frequencies. The new configura-
tion adopted at Caltech was shown in Figure 7. The end masses were replaced 
by right circular cylinders, 10 em long and 10 em in diameter, of brass (Huey) or 
aluminum (Louie) with the cavity mirrors attached to piezoelectric washers glued 
on each cylinder. The two piezoelectric washers stacked between Louie and its 
mirror were used to servo the length of that cavity to the laser light wavelength 
(Section 3.3); the single piezo washer between Huey and its mirror was used to 
calibrate the interferometer by inducing a known displacement. Each cylinder 
was suspended with two loops of hard steel piano wire, kinematically :fixed by 
grooved pegs press-fit into the mass. 
At the vertex Dewey presented some problems. It was desirable to retain 
all the beamsteering and isolation functions provided by optics on the existing 
big mass and just remove the cavity mirrors onto simplified masses of their own. 
However, the disks occupied the entire vacuum chamber area save a 5 em annulus 
at the edge. The conflict was resolved by clearing off the regions of Dewey 
where the old cavity mirror mounts had resided and allowing new cylindrical 
masses to intrude between the disks, as well as into the mouth of the 40 m pipe. 
New suspension frames with torque transducers and especially compact control 
blocks were hung off the edges of the existing support structure, just clearing 
the inside of the vacuum enclosure. The two wire loops cradling each cylinder 
were placed just 2.5 em apart to avoid touching Dewey or the inside of the tank. 
Cavity mirrors were attached directly to the cylinders, which were both made of 
brass. 
While the work pushed on some dummy cylinders without mirrors were in-
strumented with small piezo strain transducers; the mode spectra were measured 
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by exciting one piezo (glued near the equator) and sensing the voltage induced on 
another piezo glued nearby. The cylinders were hung by loops of wire to simulate 
actual conditions. The lowest mode of the brass test bar was at 15.2 kHz, and 
the Q's of all the low frequency modes were close to 10,000. For such resonances 
occurring well above frequencies of interest, the white thermal noise contribution 
to the displacement RPSD will be 
I 3 1 
)sx(f) ~ 10_19 a (1kg) 2 (10kHz) 2 (104 ) 2 ~K 
m e fo Q J"Hz (17) 
These findings suggested that the new masses should solve the problem, providing 
that the mounting of the mirrors and piezos introduced no complications. 
As evidenced by the calibrated noise spectrum in Figure 11 the new masses 
really improved not just the level of the noise but also the usable low- frequency 
signal limit of the interferometer, particularly important in view of the low-
frequency bias of many expected astrophysical sources. 
Modest improvements to other aspects of the interferometer over the next 
two years brought the performance to an apparently white strain RPSD of ap-
proximately 2.5 x 10-19 / VHz over a broad band extending from 1 to 3 kHz. 
Shot noise and other obvious noise sources were ruled out by direct tests. At 
this time the Glasgow detector also seemed limited at about this same displace-
ment sensitivity, while the delay line detector under development in Garching, 
West Germany was about a factor of three better. At Glasgow a serious effort 
was put forth concentrating on the differences between the Garching test masses 
and the masses used there and at Caltech. Of the many differences one that 
stood out was the fact that using a delay-line system had allowed the Garching 
group to employ masses that were essentially one piece (the mirror itself) with 
no piezoelectric transducers. The possibility of noise or noise-inducing nonlin-
earity in piezoelectric materials was investigated carefully at Glasgow [49] and at 
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Figure 11: The strain RPSD is shown before (5/84) and after (9/84) replacement 
of the three test masses with five mechanically simplified, separate test bodies. 
Much of the remaining structure below 1.5 kHz is actually due to line frequency 
interference and excitation of the suspension wire violin resonances, features 
which are not resolved in this low-resolution spectrum. They were subsequently 
reduced. The noise above 2 kHz is very close to the calculated contribution of 
photon shot noise for the low laser power used (less than five milliwatts). 
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Caltech [51] with negative results; in the course of their measurements, however, 
the Glasgow group uncovered a source of noise in the joints between the piezos 
and the mirrors and masses. 
Mirrors were then mounted by sticking them to a thin layer of viscous vacuum 
grease (e.g., Apiezon 'L'). It was believed that at kilohertz frequencies the viscous 
grease would resist flowing and respond more like a solid, while allowing disas-
sembly and differential thermal expansion. Tests revealed that the mirror was 
actually only weakly coupled to the mass at high frequencies [43]. Thermal ex-
citation of the low Q, low- effective- mass "differential" mode of the mirror/mass 
system might explain the noise level. Grease joints were eliminated from the 
masses; mirrors and piezos were bonded to the masses and to each other using a 
type of glue known to have extremely low viscous losses [52]. This glue was ap-
plied by heating it and the pieces to be joined to 100 °C and pressing the pieces 
together with weights to squeeze the glue very thin. The complete assembly was 
then cooled slowly to room temperature. 
Unfortunately the rigid bond between the fused silica mirror and the metal 
mass (or the piezoelectric ceramic washers) now resisted differential thermal ex-
pansion, and the mirrors were warped. The interferometer was usable, but the 
cavity shape was distorted such that the optical performance was poor and fluc-
tuated rapidly. Indeed, the light could often be seen resonating in two nominally 
orthogonal spatial modes at once, implying new susceptibilities to angle fluctu-
ation. This was the state of the interferometer for the observing to be described 
later; during this run, the noise dropped temporarily (possibly due to fortuitous 
thermal conditions) to approximately J Sh(f) ~ 1.8 x l0-19 /~near 1.5 kHz. 
This suggested that despite its impracticability the new bonding method had re-
duced the noise level significantly. 
The current generation of test bodies solves the thermal distortion problem 
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by making the mass of the same material as the rmrror. In the latest Glas-
gow and Caltech implementations the mirrors, coated on fused silica substrates, 
have been optically contacted to ground and polished cylinders of fused silica. 
No piezo transducers are used. The molecular bond achieved through optical 
contacting eliminates glue altogether, and the matched expansion coefficients 
not only prevent figure distortion but also reduce internal stresses (potential 
energy sources for "lock- and-slip" noise generation). Small pieces of ground 
quartz tubing bonded to the cylinder define the pivot points for the two wire 
loops supporting each mass. The Q of a bare 9 em long, 10 em diameter fused 
silica cylinder was measured to be over 80,000 in its first longitudinal resonance, 
at approximately 30 kHz [53]. This would imply a thermal displacement RPSD 
below 10-20m/ v'"Hz at 1 kHz. Similar measurements on a smaller optically con-
tacted composite system indicate that such joints may not appreciably degrade 
the mechanical quality factor over that of a single piece [53]. 
A significant obstacle to introducing this clean, almost- joint- free technology 
was posed by the lack of a ready replacement for the piezo transducers, previously 
used to servo the optical cavities and to provide direct calibration. A magnetic 
force transducer system was developed for this purpose. Further improvements 
in sensitivity have resulted since the move to all-silica masses, although many 
noise sources not directly linked to mass construction are suspected in this regime 
and it is difficult to assess their relative contributions. Future test bodies may 
comprise single pieces of fused silica or sapphire, with mirror coatings applied 
directly to their polished surfaces. 
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Chapter 3 
The Lasers 
An ideal laser beam in free space is a simple object; it has a fixed wavelength, 
unvarying direction, constant amplitude, and a perfect Gaussian profile. Of 
course, real laser beams only roughly approximate these qualities. We have 
found that to use lasers for the ultraprecise measurements gravitational wave 
astronomy demands, even tiny departures from these ideals may be devastating. 
Each degree of freedom must typically be controlled, carefully decoupled from the 
phase measurements, or both. Some qualities, for example the laser wavelength, 
must be stabilized to the ultimate precision allowable by the shot noise in the 
light itself, requiring carefully optimized control systems. 
Two of the laser's more unruly degrees of freedom are output power and wave-
length. Both quantities fluctuate considerably in the argon ion lasers chosen 
for this work. The wavelength stability has actually been the more serious ob-
stacle for us, although it is likely that power stability will become a problem at 
some future sensitivity. Geometric fluctuations in laser beams and cavities, and 
their effects on precise phase measurements, have been explored by Sheryl Smith 
and others [37,42,44,54]; geometric effects greatly complicated much of the work 
described here, but will only be mentioned briefly. 
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3.1 Laser Intensity Noise 
Commercial argon ion lasers typically exhibit intensity fluctuations far in excess 
of their photon shot noise at low frequencies, and sometimes well above one mega-
hertz. This noise results partly from mechanical vibration of the laser resonator 
which influences the cavity alignment, partly from fluctuation of the plasma tube 
excitation current, and partly from turbulence in the lasing medium. At least 
the first two noise sources, which appear to dominate at low frequencies, could 
be improved enormously with modest effort by laser manufacturers. 
In the interferometer configuration we have chosen, the measurement is ar-
ranged to be insensitive to the laser intensity to first order. This is done by hold-
ing both cavities at interference minima; then, the intensity varies only quadrat-
ically with the phase. The interference condition is monitored by dithering the 
laser phase at a radio frequency (12.335 MHz) and looking for a component in 
the reflected cavity light fluctuating at this frequency (see§ 3.2 and Appendix B). 
This "transformation" of the low frequency measurement up to a radio frequency 
band allows only the intensity noise components near the RF carrier frequency 
to contaminate the phase measurement; although the laser is not guaranteed to 
be quiet here, it is sufficient that shot noise dominates in the sample of the light 
actually hitting the photodetector. In experiments so far, using less than 50 mil-
liwatts of the several watts available from the laser on each detector, this has 
indeed been the case; the RF photocurrent detected on a photodiode is domi-
nated by shot noise. 
However, many parametric and nonlinear couplings are still available to in-
tensity noise. Some important mechanisms occur if the fringe servo doesn't quite 
enforce the null condition and holds the optical phase somewhere off the true in-
terference minimum. For example, since the servo loops have finite loop gain, 
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and the buffeting of the phase by various noise sources is only reduced by this fi-
nite factor, the cavities will typically be somewhere slightly off the minimum. As 
another example, there may be some D.C. offset in the servo loop; such things 
result from offsets in electronic amplifiers, or from RF leakage producing a fake 
phase error signal. The servo loop will compensate for the offset by introducing 
an equal and opposing phase error to cancel it out; the optical phase is locked 
somewhere off the true interference minimum. Now, the coefficient linking opti-
cal phase to detected photocurrent is clearly proportional to the light intensity 
(just the optical gain); so if the intensity decreases, for example, the phase offset 
will have to increase to maintain cancellation of the fixed voltage offset. 
Intensity coupling can be hard to evaluate experimentally. Just putting a si-
nusoidal test modulation onto the laser intensity and looking for the resulting 
peak in the interferometer signal's spectrum can be deceptive, as the phase fluc-
tuation inducing the coupling can easily be reversing the sign of the effect many 
times during the spectrum accumulation. Putting a stronger modulation on (to 
try to see the effect in the time domain), or using incoherent random noise that 
won't be averaged away, may strain the limits of linearity of the electronics or 
otherwise extrapolate poorly to the level of the natural excitation. One reas-
suring way of evaluating the contribution of intensity noise (and also the way 
to reduce it if necessary) is to directly reduce the laser fluctuations as much as 
possible and see if other things change. 
Commercial intensity noise reduction devices are available, but are often not 
sufficiently effective or introduce added complications. They generally work by 
using a quiet reference photodiode to sense changes in the laser output and servo 
the transmission of some variable optical element to hold the output constant . 
By carefully considering the requirements for our particular application it has 
been possible to design and build considerably better intensity servos. Two such 
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systems were implemented at different times in our apparatus; in both cases the 
operation of the servo clearly reduced the intensity noise but not the overall 
strain noise, indicating that all sources of laser intensity coupling were exceeded 
by other noise contributions at those times. The observations to be described in 
Chapter 4, and most other tests, were made with the installed servo inactive. 
3.1.1 Electrooptic Feedback 
One commercial intensity servo device (a Coherent Model 307 "Noise-Eater" ) 
was based on a four-crystal electrooptic cell arranged to produce rotation of the 
incident optical field polarization in response to applied voltage. The light was 
then analyzed by a fixed polarizer, turning the rotation into intensity modula-
tion (Figure 12). The transmission of the cell/ polarizer unit thus varied as the 
cos2 of the applied voltage; for small deviations about some fixed mean trans-
mission, the extinction curve was sufficiently linear for servo applications. A 
beamsplitter directed a sample of the output onto a fast photodiode, whose 
signal was subtracted from a stable D.C. bias, amplified, and fed back to the 
electrooptic cell. The unit was specified to have a ten megahertz unity-gain 
bandwidth and up to 40 dB gain. Two seemingly contradictory problems arose; 
first , that this gain didn't seem high enough given the potential bandwidth, and 
second, that the unity-gain frequency was uncomfortably near the frequency of 
the phase modulation used to derive fringe signals in the interferometer. Even if 
the device could perform flawlessly at this frequency by reducing the fractional 
intensity fluctuation to the level of the shot noise in the small diverted sample, 
this fractional fluctuation would still be far in excess of the intrinsic shot noise 
fluctuation in the remaining output light. As it happened, electronic noise and 
incipient unity-gain oscillations conspired to make the noise considerably higher 
than shot noise at ten megahertz. 
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A new electronic system was designed to decreau the bandwidth of the servo 
so that it would not add noise to the light at any frequency, and at the same time 
to increase the gain at low frequencies as much as possible given that limited 
bandwidth. To sharpen the point, it would make no sense to servo the intensity 
to a reference noisier than the laser light already is at high frequencies, where the 
laser noise falls off and is eventually dominated by shot noise. At low frequencies, 
on the other hand, the laser noise is so high that more than 40 dB of loop gain 
is necessary to suppress it fully. 
For these reasons the design was chosen to have a unity-gain bandwidth of one 
megahertz. The light sampled was to be about one milliwatt (the laser then in use 
was giving about 100 milliwatts total power). The circuit is shown in Figure 13. 
Its electronic noise level was intended to be less than shot noise at one milliwatt 
of diverted sample power, but in practice was measured to be about equal to the 
shot noise. The loop gain Bode plot (Figure 14) shows a 1/ j2 slope below 1 kHz 
and 1/ f slope above. The low-frequency gain might be increased still further 
by moving the breakpoint closer to the unity-gain frequency, or by using a still 
greater slope at low frequencies. However, the dependence of the effective overall 
gain on the electrooptic cell voltage (as the slope of the cos2 8 extinction curve 
changed) sparked concern that a narrow conditionally stable gain region might 
limit the usable dynamic range, or even "lock out" the servo from entering stable 
operation at all. 
The electrooptic cell has a nominal "half-wave voltage" (i.e., that voltage re-
quired to rotate the incident polarization by 1r radians) of 380 volts. The com-
mercial servo had a full dynamic range of twice this, so that it would be possible 
to select from two stable operating points on the cyclic extinction curve. This 
was intended to allow for the thermal drift of the cell's "zero-voltage" rotation 
value which could shift the polarization corresponding to a given voltage by as 
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Figure 12: A semi-schematic layout of the electrooptic intensity servo. A small 
sample of the light is deflected by beamsplitter BS to photodetector PD. The 
photocurrent is subtracted from a stable reference bias, amplified, and fed back 
to the electrooptic modulator EOM, which rotates the polarization of its output 
light in proportion to the applied voltage. The polarizing beamsplitter analyzes 
the light and turns the rotation into amplitude modulation, stabilizing the light 
falling on the detector (and thus the output light) to a fixed intensity. The 
reduction in intensity fluctuations was apparently limited by beam geometry in-
teractions; focussing the beam down to a smaller diameter inside the electrooptic 
modulator using lens system L 1L 2 , and simultaneously placing the sensing pho-
todiode at the focus of i~I dramatically improved the servo's performance. 
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Figure 13: Electronic circuit of the servo amplifier built for the electrooptic 
intensity servo. The "Fast Output" and "HV Output" signals are applied directly 
to opposite plates of the electrooptic cell. An LED (lower left) glows when 
the correction voltage nears either limit, warning the operator that the laser or 
electrooptic cell has drifted out of range. The 500 n potentiometer is used to 
adjust the DC light reference. The remote photodiode/ preamp circuit (top) was 
housed in a separate shielded enclosure, and joined by shielded signal and power 
cables to the remaining circuitry. The low-ripple power supply required to obtain 
good suppression of line frequency harmonics is not shown. 
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Figure 14: Estimated gain of the electrooptic intensity servo, shown for a diverted 
sample of 1 mW striking the sensor. The servo is designed to remain stable over 
a 100 : 1 range of overall gain, to allow for the variable slope of the extinction 
vs. voltage curve. 
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much as 1r /2. The commercial system also had provision for jumping to the alter-
nate operating point when the voltage approached its limit. These considerations 
were ignored in the homebuilt system for simplicity. The high frequency feedback 
is applied to one plate of the cell by a medium-voltage high speed operational am-
plifier ( Comlinear CLC210AI), with the low frequencies handled by a high-voltage 
operational amplifier (Burr-Brown 3583) driving the opposite plate. This gives 
the servo a total dynamic range of about 360 volts at D.C., sufficient to cope 
with thermal drifts over periods up to an hour when set up carefully. In practice 
a more serious operational difficulty is the propensity for slipping "over the top" 
on the extinction curve during transient dips in the laser intensity, hanging the 
servo up on the wrong slope. Frequent resetting was needed unless the system 
was set up with an average extinction near 50%, very wasteful of laser power (es-
pecially when added to the electrooptic cell's high insertion loss of 10% and the 
intrinsic losses in the polarizers). 
Results with the system were at first disappointing. The servo reduced the 
laser fluctuations, but not nearly by the anticipated factor. The whole seemed 
worse than the sum of its parts; open-loop tests of the each component showed 
up no forgotten noise terms, and the photocurrent in the servo sensing diode 
was suppressed to near the photon shot noise (of course, independent photodi-
odes outside the servo loop were used to evaluate the loop performance). One 
answer seems to lie in a conspiracy of two parasitic effects, one in the electroop-
tic cell and one in the photodiode. Electrooptic intensity modulators rotate the 
light polarization by inducing a voltage-dependent birefringence in each crystal. 
The birefringence causes one polarization component to follow a different optical 
path through the material. In these instruments the four crystals are arranged 
to cancel the beam "walk-off" as well as possible, but because of inevitable 
manufacturing tolerances, some voltage-dependent deflection persists. Also, the 
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walk-off (as well as the intended polarization effect) depends to some extent on 
spatial position inside the cell. While attempting to control the intensity, cor-
rection signals also altered the beam direction. Photodiodes (including the servo 
sensor and any independent monitors) have slight nonuniformities in their pho-
tosensitivity; moving the beam to a less sensitive spot on the servo diode will 
decrease the detected photocurrent just as well as actually cutting the beam in-
tensity. Of course it is impossible to null all these degrees of freedom with just 
one sensor and actuator. Further complications might be induced by wiggle in 
the original laser beam itself. The cumulative effect is a "floor" below which the 
servo cannot decrease any intensity fluctuations without increasing the parasitic 
fluctuations equally. In typical tests the floor was at about 50 dB attenuation 
near 1 kHz (depending on the relative positions of servo and monitoring detec-
tors), not enough to remove the biggest features in the intensity spectrum and 
far shy of the 70 dB expected on the basis of the calculated gain. 
To reduce the parasitic effects, the laser beam was focussed down inside the 
electrooptic cell from its initial diameter (about 2 mm) to about 0.2 mm with a 
lens system. This improved the performance somewhat, presumably by reduc-
ing the interaction with nonuniformities in the cell, but when the servo sensing 
photodiode was also placed at the focus of another lens the improvement was 
dramatic (see Figure 15). The high measured attenuation at low frequencies 
actually exceeded that needed to bring the natural laser noise down to the shot 
noise in the sample, so the laser noise was artificially enhanced to measure the 
transfer function. The result is consistent at kilohertz frequencies with the cal-
culated loop gain. The slight worsening of the attenuation above 10 kHz with 
the lens system, however, is not well understood. When later installed in the 
interferometer, the servo was closed around the single-mode optical fiber used 
to "clean" the laser mode for the main interferometer; this should have had an 
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even stronger effect of isolating the photodiode from geometric fluctuations in 
the laser and electrooptic cell, but the complexity of the interferometer's optical 
system (much of which was enclosed in the loop) hampered efforts to measure 
the performance repeatably. 
These findings closely parallel those from Glasgow [57], where a very similar 
system was constructed independently around the same time. In retrospect, the 
"bottoming out" of noise reduction despite increasing gain may be the reason 
for the modest gain designed into the commercial unit. Unpublished measure-
ments from Glasgow [49] made after the inclusion of a single-mode optical fiber 
within the feedback loop of their intensity servo indeed verify that this step fur-
ther improves the immunity from parasitic couplings, and allows better ultimate 
intensity servo performance. 
With the lens systems in place (and artificial noise turned off), the servo was 
able to reduce the fluctuations in the laser light to nearly the limit set by shot 
noise in the diverted sample (actually, to the sum of shot noise and electronic 
noise in the diode preamplifier). Much of the noise power in the laser light was 
at multiples of the 60 Hz line frequency; careful shielding and grounding, and 
construction of a low- ripple DC power supply for the servo electronics, were 
required to remove interference at these frequencies. 
At various times after installation in the main system, the servo was activated 
to test the influence of intensity noise on interferometer performance. Usually, 
there was no effect, and the servo was switched off. Eventually, the excessive 
losses in the electrooptic cell precipitated its removal. 
3.1.2 Acoustooptic Feedback 
The need for a ready means for reducing laser intensity fluctuations came up 
again later, at an opportune time. An acoustooptic modulator (AOM) had been 
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Figure 15: The measured attenuation of artificially enhanced laser intensity noise, 
before (solid) and after (broken) adding lenses to reduce the beam diameter 
inside the electrooptic cell and to focus t he sample beam on the sensor. The 
degradation in performance above 10 kHz was not investigated; with the lenses, 
the attenuation measured at one kilohertz is consistent with the calculated servo 
loop gain (Figure 14). 
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installed in the system to act as an optical isolator between the laser and other 
optical components. Briefly, these devices work by setting up an acoustic trav-
elling wave in an elastooptic material (one whose index of refraction depends on 
mechanical strain). The wave sets up a moving diffraction grating in the ma-
terial; light entering the sound field at a glancing incidence is diffracted by the 
periodic index fluctuations through a small angle. The motion of the grating (at 
the speed of sound in the medium) Doppler-shifts the diffracted beam with re-
spect to the input by an amount equal to the acoustic wave frequency, typically 
30 to 300 MHz. This allows the AOM to isolate lasers from subsequent optics, 
since light leaking backwards through the system is at a slightly different wave-
length than the laser light, and therefore is not resonant with the laser cavity. 
Here the useful quality is the ability to change the efficiency of the diffraction 
grating by changing the intensity of the sound field. The acoustic wave is gener-
ated by electrically exciting a piezoelectric transducer bonded to the elastooptic 
medium; by modulating the RF power to the piezo, one can change the grating 
depth and hence the transmission of power into the diffracted beam. The un-
diffracted power is left in the original beam, which warms a beam dump. 
The bandwidth such a system can achieve as a servo actuator is limited in 
principle by the causal delay introduced as any corrective change in the acoustic 
wave intensity propagates at the speed of sound toward the interaction region. 
By contrast, in an electrooptic cell the adjustments propagate at the speed of 
light. It is thus desirable in this application to pass the beam as close as possible 
to the transducer (minimizing the mean delay) and to make the beam as small 
as possible (minimizing the delay gradient across the the beam). Although it 
is theoretically possible to focus the beam to only a few optical wavelengths 
diameter, and to bring it almost this close to the transducer, the medium typically 
cannot handle too much optical power density without destruction (leading to 
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a bandwidth/power tradeoff) and the acoustic field is often not uniform close 
to the transducer (thus a bandwidth/efficiency tradeoff). Nevertheless, real-
time bandwidths of several megahertz have been achieved in acoustooptic servo 
systems [58,59]. 
The AOM then in use (an IntraAction ADM-40) has a flint glass interaction 
medium, and operates at 40 MHz nominal acoustic frequency. Glass is not the 
fastest medium used in these modulators, but it is quite efficient; with care-
ful adjustment the modulator could transfer 90% of the incident power into the 
diffracted beam, including optical insertion losses1 • The calculated delay r ~ d/ c3 
is about a microsecond for d ~ 3 mm ~ the distance from the transducer to the 
beam aperture, and C 8 ~ 3 km/ sec ~ the speed of sound in the glass. This is 
equivalent to a phase shift of 1r /2 radians at a frequency of 250 kHz; additional 
delays and phase shifts in the electronics cut the unity-gain bandwidth actually 
achieved to just over 100kHz. The modulator was provided with its own oscilla-
tor/driver (IntraAction DE-40BM), which was provided with external amplitude 
modulation capability. For convenience, the original sensing photodiode and 
preamp (Figure 13) were recycled, and a commercial low-noise amplifier (Ithaco 
1201) provided the gain. The DC reference voltage was provided by a battery. 
The amplified control signal was fed into the amplitude modulation input on 
the A 0 M driver, after suit able filtering and limiting (to a void destruction of the 
driver). The schematic is shown in Figure 16. 
While this servo cannot have the loop gain or bandwidth to match the per-
formance of the electrooptic system, it attenuates the noise enough (at least 30 
dB at 1 kHz) to show a marked change when switched on if the interferometer 
1 However, the output beam is somewhat distorted , so probably more of this power was even-
tually lost in coupling the beam into the single-mode fiber than might have been without the 
AOM . 
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Figure 16: Optical and electronic semi-schematic of the acoustooptic intensity 
servo system. Light from the laser is diffracted by the acoustic field in the glass 
in proportion to the RF power provided by the amplitude-modulated oscillator. 
The AM control is provided by the amplified, filtered difference between the 
photocurrent falling on a detector and a stable DC bias (in this case a battery). 
While not designed for the high performance of the electrooptic system, it is 
extremely simple to operate and can be set up and torn down in under an hour. 
It is thus well suited to the diagnostic role usually assigned it. 
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Figure 17: Calculated gain of the acoustooptic intensity servo as it was typically 
employed. The intensity fluctuations were attenuated by up 35 dB at 1 kHz, less 
than predicted on the basis of this gain; the discrepancy was not pursued, but 
may be due to noise in the commercial AOM driver. 
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noise is affected by intensity effects. It is also trivial to set up and employ, need-
ing nothing but a standard laboratory preamp, a photodiode, and a battery (the 
AOM and driver are usually already installed to perform their isolation function). 
These features suit it ideally to quick diagnostic tests. 
The A 0 M system is generally less prone to accidentally unlocking than the 
other servo; the extinction vs. voltage characteristic is almo3t monotonic, so 
it won't often find itself suddenly in a region with the wrong servo sign and 
pin itself. Unfortunately, near the maximum drive power the diffraction pattern 
becomes overmodulated, and higher orders of diffraction (seen as a fanlike array 
of beams leaving the AOM) rob power from the intended first order. If the servo 
accidentally enters this region, say during a momentary drop in the laser output, 
the slope will indeed just turn over and the servo will latch up at full RF power 
to the transducer. Rapid attention can readily fix this; if left for more than a few 
seconds, however, the high RF power will warm the AOM glass, which expands 
and gradually deflects the beam out of alignment with the optical fiber (further 
exacerbating the dearth of light on the sensor). After this, there is no recourse 
but to shut off the RF and wait up to 5 minutes for the AOM to cool. Efforts to 
sharply limit the RF power below the critical value were not entirely successful, 
partly because the commercial driver unit drifts considerably. Less frequent loss 
of servo lock is thus almost compensated by the inconvenience of recovering. The 
servo is usually set up with mean transmission between 50% and 75%, depending 
on how attentive one is prepared to be and how unstable the laser is. When 
inactive, the RF level is restored to the optimum transmission level, giving 90% 
throughput; while this is not much better than the electrooptic cell's optimum 
throughput, the AOM performs another function for the same price. 
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3.2 Laser Frequency Noise 
In principle, the frequency v of the laser light should cancel out in this type of dif-
ferential measurement; a fluctuation in laser frequency produces the same phase 
signal in both cavities, and ought to be subtracted when the two phase measure-
ments are subtracted. However, this would demand that the phase sensitivity 
of the two cavities be matched to an unrealistically high precision. Inevitable 
differences in the absolute length of the two arms and in the reflectivities of the 
mirrors severely limit the practicality of using unstabilized laser light. 
Another main reason for narrowing the bandwidth of the laser light is the 
method chosen to multiply the number of times a photon measures the proper 
distance. In a Fabry-Perot cavity, the light must maintain coherence over the 
entire length of a photon's lifetime in the cavity, since it is effectively interfered 
with incoming "fresh" light at every returning bounce on the input mirror. Recall 
that in looking for kilohertz- band gravitational waves one should store the light in 
each arm for a millisecond or so. The cavity will then have a optical bandwidth of 
order a kilohertz; just to get the light to enter the cavities efficiently, its spectrum 
must be at least this narrow2 • 
For simplicity, in the 40 meter interferometer the light returning from the 
two arms is not interfered. Instead, the light retuming after storage in each 
cavity is separately interfered with the incident laser light. One cavity (called 
the "primary" cavity because it usually has to be in resonance before the other 
one--the "secondary"-can resonate) acts as a precision reference. The laser 
frequency is servoed as tightly as possible to the resonance of the primary cavity. 
Then, to the extent that the laser's own deviations are truly suppressed by the 
servo action, the light falling on the secondary cavity contains the imprint of 
2T he green light from an unstabilized commercial argon ion laser , at A = 514.5 nm or v = 
5.83 x 1014 Hz , typically has a spectral linewidth of several megahertz. 
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the primary's length. The difference between this light and the secondary cavity 
resonance will then reflect the difference in lengths of the two cavities. In this 
way, although the light from the cavities is never directly compared, the length 
of the primary is transferred through a "yardstick," the laser wavelength, which 
then measures the secondary independently. 
In this arrangement the servo should suppress the laser's own frequency fluc-
tuations to a residual level 6v j v ;S h, since here there is no direct subtraction of 
the phases in the two arms. If the servo is not quite up to it, it is possible to get 
rid of a small residual amount of frequency noise by electronically subtracting 
the common laser-induced phase error signals from the two cavities . The laser 
error, which is common to the two cavities, should cancel out if the subtraction 
(commonly termed "phase subtraction") is done very carefully. Another way to 
get rid of a small persistent amount of frequency noise is to let the entire inter-
ferometer "breathe" with it; dilate or contract both arms in unison to match 
the dilation or contraction of the laser. Again, this "common mode" action 
(here equivalent to a uniform scaling of the entire instrument) will have no effect 
on the differential measurement being pursued. Both techniques were proposed 
[47] as ways to patch up the situation if the laser's frequency noise cannot be 
totally brought under servo control. Both are limited; again, difficulties arise in 
the need to match the signals from the two arms precisely. Phase subtraction 
has been used with success, but cannot in practice be relied upon for more laser 
noise suppression than a factor of 30; the second technique may be able to do 
better. In any case it remains desirable to make the laser frequency servo do the 
whole job if possible. 
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3.2.1 Frequency Noise in Argon Lasers 
Two different models of laser have been used in the Cal tech prototype; the small 
frame Lexel 95 (4 Watts nominal, all lines) and, more recently, the Coherent 
lnnova 100-20 (20 Watts nominal, all lines). Both are used in single line, sin-
gle mode operation with temperature-regulated solid intracavity etalons; under 
these conditions they can give about 1 watt and 6 watts, respectively. As with in-
tensity noise, their frequency noise is unacceptable as they come from the factory. 
We will characterize the spectrum of frequency fluctuations with the quanti-
ties J Sv(f), the RPSD of fluctuations in laser frequency v (with confusing units 
Hz/VHz), and Jssv;v(f), the RPSD of fractional frequency fluctuations Svjv 
(with units )1/Hz). 
At low frequencies, th~ dominant contribution to this spectrum is mechanical 
vibration of the laser resonator. Much of the vibration is typically generated 
by the rush of cooling water around the plasma tube, which must remove about 
99.98% of the energy supplied to the laser as waste heat (up to 30 kW for the 
lnnova). This is demonstrated by the frequency noise spectra in Figure 18, 
taken at two different rates of water flow in the coolant loop. The vibration is 
apparently transmitted to the laser mirrors and etalon by the rigid connection 
of the tube to the resonator. (The separation of the laser mirrors defines the 
frequency of the laser.) 
Many experimenters have broken this connection and placed the mirrors (and 
sometimes the etalon as well) in a separate, isolated resonator structure. This can 
reduce the frequency noise considerably, often with the added bonus of reducing 
output beam wiggle as well. Our Innova laser was rebuilt very rapidly, in an 
effort mainly directed at gaining more work space inside the laser cavity. The 
laser reflectors were removed and placed in standard optical mounts on blocks 
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Figure 18: Frequency fluctuations of a Coherent lnnova lOG-20 argon ion laser 
used in the Caltech experiment. The laser was run at low current so that the 
coolant flow around the plasma tube could be temporarily reduced without over-
heating. The solid curve was measured with normal coolant flow; the broken 
curve, with the flow reduced by about 20%. 
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clamped to the optical bench, with the original frame (still holding the plasma 
tube) supported on a stack of metal plates and rubber. This almost certainly 
hurt the laser's thermal stability, as the optical bench is ordinary stainless steel 
(the original resonator was made of super lnvar, an ultra-low expansion steel) . 
However, the rebuilding significantly reduced the laser's frequency fluctuations 
(Figure 19). The thermal expansion of the laser with the optical table has not 
presented any serious difficulties; it appears that the table has enough thermal 
mass, and the laboratory air conditioning enough stability, to prevent excessive 
drift. 
The improvement scored by rebuilding the laser is useful, but still leaves 
a great deal of frequency noise to contend with. For example, the goal of 
J Sh(f) ;S 10-19/ .JHZ requires a suppression of the noise at 1 kHz by a fac-
tor of order 107 , and considerably more at lower frequencies, below the improved 
level shown in Figure 19. That suppression factor is equal to the loop gain the 
laser frequency servo must achieve to clear this sensitivity goal. 
3.2.2 The Servo 
Most of the work to be described relates to the electronic amplifiers and the 
servo actuators used in the system. The remaining critical piece of the servo, 
the sensor, employs a technique developed specifically for this job [60]. It has 
proved so suitable that it has been widely adopted by researchers in other fields 
who require an extreme degree of laser stabilization. A heuristic explanation of 
the method is provided in Appendix B. Briefly, the phase of the laser is modu-
lated at a radio frequency. Because of the storage effect of the optical cavities, 
the phase modulation is stripped off the light entering the cavities; it remains 
only on that which is promptly reflected by the input mirror. Thus, the relative 
phase of the input laser light and the stored light returning from the cavity is 
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Figure 19: Frequency fluctuations of the Coherent Innova 100-20 argon ion laser 
used in the Caltech experiment, before (solid) and after (broken) the laser cavity 
mirrors were removed from the frame and mounted on the optical table. The 
water-cooled plasma tube (still mounted to the original laser frame, along with 
the intracavity etalon) wu supported on a stack of metal plates and rubber to 
cut vibrations reaching the table. 
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modulated. By examining the component which varies synchronously with the 
imposed modulation in the interfered resultant of these two fields, the sign and 
magnitude of the mean phase difference can be derived. The photocurrent from 
a photodiode receiving the interfered light is multiplied by the phase modulating 
signal (usually in a double-balanced mixer) and integrated, yielding a pseudo-
linear voltage representation of the optical phase error between the laser and the 
cavity. The cavity's storage of the light divides the behavior of the sensor into 
two regimes. For deviations which are rapid with respect to the storage time T e 
the cavity cannot maintain equilibrium with the laser, and the sensor reports the 
instantaneous phau error; for gradual deviations the cavity light can follow the 
laser, and the sensor instead reports the time derivative of the instantaneous 
phase error, i.e., the frequency error. The transition between the regimes 1s 
smooth, and has the simple character of an RC integrator with RC = 2re. 
The fringe signal above has to be processed electronically and made to influ-
ence the laser frequency. The actuator most often used at Caltech has been a 
Pockels cell placed inside the laser cavity. In this application, the cell's refrac-
tive index changes in response to the electric field across its crystals; thus, the 
effective optical length of the laser cavity can be altered with an applied volt-
age. The principal advantage of this kind of actuator is that it is fast; providing 
one can supply the current to quickly charge the capacitance of the crystals, the 
effect on the light is virtually instantaneous. It unfortunately is only modestly 
effective; the Pockels cells we use (Gsanger PM- 25) change their optical length 
by half a wavelength with an applied voltage of 1150 volts. In a laser two meters 
long, this gives a shift of 75 MHz in the optical frequency (Svjv = - 61/l, pro-
viding the laser keeps oscillating in the same longitudinal mode). Disadvantages 
include a loss of power over the "bare cavity" laser, nonlinear saturation effects 
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which limit the power still more, and a propensity for fatal damage to the crys-
tals in the harsh intralaser environment (probably due to UV emission from the 
plasma discharge). This latter is especially serious given the high cost of Pockels 
cells. Alternative actuator types have been developed at Caltech and elsewhere 
[58,59,61,62]. 
The amplifier to drive the Pockels cell needs several typically incompatible 
characteristics. A brief summary of the requirements follows: 
• Extremely low noise. The dominant noise contribution must be from the 
shot noise in the detected RF photocurrent . 
• Large dynamic range. While acquiring a fringe the amplifier may handle 
transient signals 109 times larger than quiescent signals seen in normal 
operation; when locked, out-of-band noise at high frequencies can be 105 
times larger than critical kilohertz- band signal components. 
• High linearity. This also arises from the large range of signal amplitudes 
to be handled. 
• High voltage capability. At low frequencies the system needs to provide 
high voltage to the Pockels cell to correct large excursions of the laser. 
• High current capability. At high frequencies, considerable current is needed 
to charge the capacitance of the Pockels cell rapidly. 
• High bandwidth. To achieve the extremely high loop gain desired at audio 
frequencies, the servo needs to apply corrections up to the megahertz band 
in order to maintain stability. 
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Figure 20: The laser frequency stabilization system (following [60]). Pockels cell 
Pl, driven with approximately one watt of RF power through resonant step-up 
autotransformer T, phase modulates the laser light at RF frequency Wm. The 
light returning from the cavity is diverted, by a directional isolator comprising 
a polarizing beamsplitter and quarter-wave plate, to a photodiode. The RF 
photocurrent is bandpass-filtered and demodulated by double-balanced mixer 
M against the modulating signal and lowpass filtered, leaving a signal which (for 
rapid fluctuations) is proportional to the phase error between the laser light and 
the light stored in the cavity (Appendix B). This signal is amplified by fast servo 
amplifier Al and fed to one plate of intralaser Pockels cell P2, which corrects the 
laser frequency by adjusting the effective length of the laser resonator. At low 
frequencies the servo is assisted by high-voltage amplifier A2, which copes with 
large frequency excursions. Additional stages (not shown) assist at still lower 
frequencies by adjusting a piezoelectric translator on one of the laser mirrors, 
and by adjusting the cavity length to correct very slow drifts and pendulum 
motion. The DC component of the photocurrent is also monitored to check 
and adjust the alignment of the cavity to the laser beam; the "fringe contrast" 
K .:::: (Imar - Imin)/ Imar, where I min and Imar are the detected photocurrents 
when the cavity is on and off resonance, respectively, is a maximum for optimal 
coupling of the laser mode to that defined by the cavity. 
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• Low propagation delay. High bandwidth in the sense of passing signals 
at all frequencies is not sufficient ; the corrections must reach the laser 
immediately . 
The unity- gain bandwidth was targeted to be at least 1 MHz. To achieve 
this goal, the total delay around the loop needed to be kept under 250 ns; this 
was just attainable with available integrated circuits after the amplifier delay is 
added to delays from 20 odd meters of beam path and coaxial cable, plus delays 
in photodiodes, preamps, etc. 
In a simple, unconditionally stable servo (one which is stable irrespective of 
the overall frequency- independent gain) this unity gain frequency would give a 
gain of only a thousand at 1 kHz. Constraining the gain to be 107 at 1 kHz and 
~ 1 at 1 MHz requires some precipitous filtering in between. This filtering must 
invariably be done at the cost of phase shift3 ; the phase shift is "unwound" by 
differentiating the signal a suitable number of times just below the unity gain 
frequency to satisfy the stability criteria, but this locks the unity gain frequency 
into the design. Reduced gain levels, as from variations in laser power or twiddled 
knobs, can bring the unity-gain frequency into a regime where the phase shift is 
greater than 1r , just as increased gain will. The servo is conditionally stable. For 
safety, the servo is designed to remain stable over a 10 dB range in overall gain, 
to allow for misadjustment or fluctuations in cavity alignment and laser power. 
Since the intralaser Pockels cell adjusts the laser frequency and the cavity 
provides a signal proportional to the laser pha.5e (for fast corrections) the system 
already implicitly contains the single integration needed for the simple ( uncondi-
tional) servo. Measurements of the "optical" transfer function (the ratio of mixer 
3It is t rue that fil ters can be constructed with sharp amplit ude response and no effect on 
phase, bu t to do so t hey must be ab le to peek at the fut ure development of the si~nal (i.e ., they 
are acausal). To get t his peek the enti re signal must be delayed , prohibit ing use .n a real-time 
servo system. 
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response to laser Pockels cell excitation) under more or less typical conditions of 
light power, fringe contrast, modulation depth, etc. yield the value 
mixer ~ 150 1 + _ av. ( J ) -l v
8Vpc 500Hz V (18) 
when the laser is locked to the center of a fringe. Thus the electronics must 
provide an amplification of 13 or so at 1 MHz to make the overall loop gain (the 
product of optical and electronic contributions) unity at that frequency. This 
value, and the requirements listed above, define the servo amplifier's transfer 
function almost entirely (Figure 22). 
3.2.3 The Electronics 
Implementing that transfer function in a manner consistent with the formidable 
performance constraints we listed is difficult. The design was evolved from servo 
amplifiers developed for dye laser stabilization by Hall et al. [63]. A key inno-
vation of those designs satisfied the diverse requirements by splitting the signal 
path internally into several complementary signal paths, each of which is opti-
mized for a different job, and then adding the effects together. One principal 
advantage over an ordinary cascade of gain stages (for the high gain required 
at low frequencies) is that the propagation delays of successive stages do not 
add up; high-frequency components are "bypassed" around the sluggish low-
frequency gain elements, leading to the name "bypass topology" for this kind of 
circuit. Further bypassing is used to satisfy the input noise requirements; a low-
noise, but slow, preamp can be made to dominate the overall noise figure at low 
frequencies, but fade out above a few kilohertz. Still more bypassing allows use 
of a slow output stage with high voltage capability on one plate of the Pockels 
cell while a faster, high current driver (with an inverted sign) drives the opposite 
plate. The electric field in the cell, and thus its refractive index, depends only 
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upon the difference between the plate voltages. 
A semi-schematic diagram showing our specific variant of the bypass topol-
ogy, along with the characteristics of the various stages, is presented in Figure 21. 
It is important to note that the overall gain is the sum of gains of various 
elements, each of which dominates the others in a different frequency regime. 
The "crossover" frequencies, at which two different signal paths have roughly 
equal effect on the output, are particularly troublesome. If the relative phase 
between two added signals is too large (more than about 311"/4) at the crossover, 
the transition will create a virtual antiresonance as the vector sum dips below 
the magnitude of either component taken alone. Like a true resonance this can 
have dire consequences for the servo's delicate balance of stability. As a result 
the crossover frequencies and relative phases of the component signal paths have 
to be chosen carefully. 
Another problem is associated not with the steady-state performance of the 
amplifier, but with what it does at startup, when first attempting to acquire 
a cavity fringe. The D.C. gain of the circuit is quite large-around 1011-so the 
output is effectively always saturated hard when the feedback loop is open (just 
the thermal noise at the input would produce many kilovolts at the output, if the 
circuit could provide it). The behavior in the saturated state is important when 
one considers that in this near- dead condition the servo must somehow lock to 
a cavity fringe as it whizzes by, before the amplifier can enter linear operation 
and start doing its job. This property is arranged largely by trial and error, but 
there is a plan. Strategically placed diode limiters [63) are used to "design" the 
saturated state; the fastest element of the servo comes out of saturation first and 
jumps in with a crude, but stable, loop gain characteristic, just enough to catch 
a fringe briefly; the other stages then successively come on line to fill out the 
gain curve. 
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Figure 21: The composite laser servo amplifier is broken down into specialized 
subunits, each of which handles particular tasks best. Complimentary signal 
paths are blended together to generate the overall transfer function of the unit, 
shown in Figure 22, while still meeting stringent noise, time delay, linearity, 
dynamic range, and output drive requirements. The fastest correction signals 
are capacitively bypassed to high speed, high current, low delay amplifier A2 
from the output of mixer M. They are then applied directly to the upper plate 
of the Pockels cell PC. Low noise amplifier A1 also receives the mixer output; its 
contribution to A2's input dominates below 30 kHz, suppressing the noise of A2 
and providing gain. A3 provides additional gain and current drive to the upper 
plate of the cell between 30 and 300 kHz, and also boosts the gain of signals 
fed to high-voltage amplifier A4, which dominates the drive across the pockels 
cell below 30 kHz. Not shown are additional bypass stages which adjust a piezo 
mirror on the laser (dominating below 300 Hz) and drive the wire pushing piezos 
on the cavity test mass suspensions (effective below 10 Hz). 
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Figure 22: Calculated Bode plot for the stabilization servo loop. The gain of the 
electronic amplifier alone (a) is shown along with the total combined loop gain 
of the amplifier, RF and optical systems (b). The curve is highly constrained by 
the requirements of high gain at 1 kHz ( ~ 107 ) and stable phase E~ 1r) at the 
unity-gain frequency of 1 MHz. Practical difficulties hamper efforts to directly 
measure such large gain figures; however, the ratio of unstabilized laser frequency 
fluctuations (Figures 19) to the measured upper limit on stabilized fluctuations 
{Figure 26) is consistent with this gain and inconsistent with 10 dB less. 
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Figure 23: Circuit diagram of the RF photodiode units. Used as "front ends" 
for both primary and secondary cavities, they detect and separate the compo-
nent in the reflected cavity light containing the optical phase information, which 
oscillates at 12 MHz. The SGD-444 silicon photodiode is reverse-biased at -150 
volts DC. Its junction capacitance is made to resonate with the adjustable in-
ductor at the 12 MHz modulation frequency; the Q is deliberately diminished by 
the son series resistor to maintain high servo bandwidth. The voltage induced 
by the RF photocurrent is buffered by an LH0063 current amplifier and passed 
to the mixer. Additional RF gain stages may be added between the R.F. out-
put and the mixer if needed. The RF noise of the circuit is exceeded by photon 
shot noise in as little as 500 J.LW of incident power. The quantum efficiency of 
the photodetector (including window reflections) is about 45% for the 514.5 nm 
wavelength. The low frequency current-to-voltage converter (bottom) monitors 
the D.C. photocurrent and provides a readout of the fringe contrast, used to op-
timize cavity alignment. 
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Figure 24: The stabilization amplifier as used in late 1987. The "P.C.( + )" and 
"P.C.(- )" outputs are applied to opposite plates of the intralaser pockels cell. 
The elements referred to in Figure 21 are: A1, the PMI OP-37 left of center; 
A2, the OEI 9826 at upper right; A3, the Analog Devices SOK at lower right; 
and A4, the Apex PA-84 and OP-37 combination at the bottom. The "Gain" 
control can be used to vary the frequency-independent gain of the circuit over 
a 5 : 1 range, or may be switched out if external gain adjustment is preferred. 
The "H.V, Crossover" is adjusted for maximum low-frequency gain consistent 
with good stability; this optimum is usually achieved at a potentiometer setting 
of approximately 20%. 
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The circuit, as it existed in late 1987, is shown in Figure 24. Additional cir-
cuitry, not shown, is used to compensate slow drifts of the laser and/or cavities 
by adjusting a piezoelectric stack on one laser mirror and by adjusting the wire 
suspension points of the test masses (via the same wirepushing piezos driven by 
the shark detectors). These measures typically allow the laser to stay locked to a 
cavity fringe for tens of minutes without interruption, depending on environmen-
tal factors; if it loses lock, usually from excessive drifts4 exceeding the dynamic 
range of those adjustments, it finds a new fringe and relocks in a fraction of a 
second. 
3.2.4 Performance 
The servo has evolved considerably smce its introduction in May 1986, in the 
effort to keep laser frequency noise one step ahead of the system's other lim-
itations. The effort has been largely successful; tests for frequency noise (for 
example, deliberate enhancement of the frequency noise by a known factor) have 
u"ually vindicated it. When such tests did show something, it was often anoma-
lous and therefore interesting. One challenging problem was a noise source in 
the servo amplifier which only appeared when the loop was closed, and disap-
peared at other times. It was traced5 to asymmetrical slew rate limiting on stray 
RF signals reaching the low noise OP- 37 input preamp; carefully isolating the 
inputs of this stage from out- of- band signals, and readjusting the rest of the cir-
cuit to maintain the same frequency response, cured the problem. 
Another noise source, which is still under intensive scrutiny, seems to have 
arisen not in the amplifier but in the photodiodes. The laser produces excess 
frequency and amplitude noise at around 1 MHz which ordinarily should have 
4 0 r due to a faulty laser a utofill circ ui t, which a t inopportune momen ts opens a gas valve to 
fill t he t ube, and then changes its mind and closes it again . 
5 W ith guidance from Jeff Harman . 
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no effect. A viable hypothesis is that these signals may interact with nonlinear-
ities in the photodiodes themselves to produce noise at the 12 MHz modulation 
frequency, contaminating the phase measurements in both cavities. This could 
explain the repeated failure of increased light power to reduce the noise level, as 
would have been expected of photon shot noise. The frequency and intensity ser-
vos have insufficient gain at high frequencies to suppress these fluctuations, so 
a third smaller optical cavity was introduced in series with the laser to act as 
a passive optical-frequency bandpass filter. Again, because of its storage of the 
light, the cavity averages away rapid phase or intensity fluctuations. The initial 
"mode cleaning" cavity, which was 40 em long and was equipped with supermir-
rors, had an optical bandwidth of about 80 kHz. Getting the light to resonate 
simultaneously in this cavity and the 40 meter cavity was not a trivial task. 
Briefly, the mode cleaner had to resonate to transmit light to the interferometer 
and permit the laser to be stabilized, but the light needed to be pre-stabilized to 
resonate in the mode cleaner, leading to a "chicken and egg" problem at startup. 
It was solved6 by inventing an intermediate state in which the laser was simulta-
neously locked to both mode cleaner and 40 meter cavities. A further problem 
was imposed by the narrowness of the mode cleaner bandwidth itself; since this 
cavity was inside the feedback loop, its filtering action prevented the laser servo 
from operating with the required 1 MHz bandwidth. The solution was to divert 
the fastest frequency corrections applied to the laser, integrate them, and apply 
them as phaJe corrections to an additional Pockels cell placed after the mode 
cleaner (Figure 25). 
This system allowed the mode cleaner to work within the high-gain stabi-
lization loop. The result was a 7 dB improvement in the interferometer noise 
spectrum, which is shown expressed in terms of an equivalent upper limit to 
6 With the indispensable help of Ha rry Wa rd , who was then visit ing from Glasgow. 
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laser frequency noise in Figure 26. Work now in progress centers on reducing 
the bandwidth of the mode cleaning cavity to see if better filtering of the light 
will further reduce the noise. This has required drastic alterations in the sta-
bilization system (including the removal of the unappealing "chicken and egg" 
problem). It should be noted that the upper limit shown in Figure 26 implies 
the laser light is exhibiting fractional frequency fluctuations of at most 4 parts 
in 1018 over millisecond intervals. 
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PRIMARY 
(40m) 
Figure 25: Schematic arrangement of the laser stabilization loop after modifica-
tion to incorporate mode cleaning cavity MC as a passive optical narrowband 
filter. A secondary independent servo loop (using modulating pockels cell P4 
and detector D2) matches the mode cleaner's resonance to the laser light by 
use of piezoelectric mirror translators (pz). This keeps the light resonant and 
allows transmission to the primary cavity. Cell Pl re-applies the phase modu-
lation (which has been stripped off by the mode cleaner's filtering action); the 
laser servo operates as in Figure 20, except that fast laser corrections, which 
are also attenuated by the mode cleaner, are diverted, integrated and applied to 
post-mode cleaner Pockels cell P3 as phase corrections. This restores the orig-
inal servo bandwidth and gain. Additional apparatus required for startup has 
been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 26: Measured upper limit to the RPSD offrequency fluctuations in the sta-
bilized laser, after inclusion of the mode cleaning cavity. Compare with the laser's 
intrinsic noise, Figure 19. Dividing by the mean laser frequency v = 5.8 x 1014 
Hz gives the spectrum in terms of fractional laser frequency fluctuations; since 
no electronic phase subtraction has been used, this will equal the RPSD of the 
antenna strain h (Figure 6). 
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3.3 Locking the Secondary Cavity 
With the laser locked to the primary cavity, we need to resonate the light with 
the secondary in order to obtain the difference in their lengths. The relative 
optical phase is sensed by an identical system to that used on the primary, in 
fact using the same imposed modulation. The secondary servo system, however, 
is otherwise quite different, since in this case it is the cavity which must be 
servoed to the laser light. For the observations described in Chapter 4, the 
cavity length was adjusted by a piezoelectric transducer sandwiched between the 
test mass and its mirror. The transducer was driven by a high-voltage amplifier 
through a network which allowed a unity-gain bandwidth of approximately 5kHz 
(Figure 27). This bandwidth was limited by resonances in the masses, which (for 
the brass cylinders then in use) appeared between 13 and 16kHz. The piezo had 
several advantages, one of which was the ability to provide large motion (up to 
a micron) in less than a millisecond. Although the laser was highly stabilized 
by the primary loop, the low-frequency swinging of the masses often made the 
fringes fly by quickly. Swinging velocities of order 5 microns/second are typical, 
but the fringe width is only about 0.1 angstrom; a rapid actuator was helpful in 
stopping the mirror surface inside this range. 
Unfortunately, the piezos had to be abandoned when the move was made to 
optically-contacted fused silica masses. In their place, small rare-earth perma-
nent magnets were bonded onto each end mass, and copper coils were arranged 
to push and pull the mass as a whole. Since the new system actuates a force on 
the mass rather than a direct displacement of the mirror, it is difficult to provide 
enough impulsive current to halt the entire mass within a single fringe width. 
However, the electromagnet's superior dynamic range at low frequencies makes 
the magnetic servo more robust once locked. The new masses have much higher 
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Figure 27: Schematic diagram of the secondary cavity servo loop, showing the 
high-voltage amplifier and filter network used to drive the piezoelectric mirror 
translator which keeps the cavity in resonance. Also shown is the high- impedance 
feedback monitor; when locked at high servo gain, the feedback voltage represents 
the correction applied to the secondary cavity, and thus the strain in the antenna. 
T he signal is strongly filtered to remove large low- frequency components and is 
analyzed and/ or recorded. 
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intrinsic Q, and this limits the usable servo bandwidth to about 3kHz; if fed sig-
nals at higher frequencies, the internal vibration of the mass at its longitudinal 
resonant frequency of 30 kHz is excited and grows in amplitude. 
As shown in Figure 28, the feedback signal applied to correct the length of 
the secondary cavity, whether piezo voltage or magnetic coil current, represents 
the difference in the cavity lengths, and is therefore proportional to the strain h. 
This signal is the "output," and is recorded and/or analyzed. A spectrum of this 
signal is presented in Figure 29; this was the antenna noise level as the observing 
run described in the next chapter commenced. 
FILTER DEMODULATOR 
STRAIN 
SIGNAL 
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Figure 28: Operational schematic of the antenna with both arms servoed. The 
secondary cavity resonance is sensed in the same way as the primary; the result-
ing signal is fed back to the end test mass to keep the secondary locked, using 
either a piezoelectric mirror transducer (pre-May 1987; as shown) or a pair of 
electromagnetic coils forcing small permanent magnets bonded to the mass. The 
secondary feedback is proportional to the difference in the cavity lengths, i.e. the 
strain. A symmetric transducer is provided on the primary cavity end mass to 
allow calibration of the entire instrument. The single-mode optical fiber is used 
to suppress geometric fluctuations of the laser beam, which have been shown to 
interfere with the phase measurements. The mode-cleaning cavity now in use 
(Figure 25) has a similar mitigating effect on geometric fluctuations, so the fiber 
will probably be eliminated in the future. 
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Figure 29: Calibrated spectrum derived from the feedback to the secondary cavity 
piezoelectric mirror, taken just prior to the observing run. The feedback voltage 
has been converted to strain units by use of a series of calibration signals applied 
to the primary cavity piezo at various frequencies. One such calibration signal 
is shown at 1.5 kHz. The numerous narrow spikes are caused by line frequency 
interference. It is now believed that this interference may have been picked up 
directly on the wires leading to the piezo mirrors; nearly all the spikes disappeared 
with the switch to a magnetic transducer system ( cf. Figure 6) . Some peaks at 
lower frequencies and the broad bump just below 1 kHz may be due to resonances 
in the beamsplitter (Dewey) mass. The very large features near 200 Hz arise 
from a rotational resonance of the Huey control block, excited by the orientation 
servos. The noise significantly exceeds the measured contribution of the shot 
noise (at the effective light power of 10 m W) everywhere but in the narrow band 
1.5-2 kHz, where it is consistent with shot noise. 
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Chapter 4 
The Observations 
4.1 State of the Interferometer 
In late February 1987 the Caltech interferometer was open to air undergoing ad-
justments. The persistent problem of mirror distortion induced by rigid bonding 
of the mirror substrates to the metal masses was forcing operation with very 
poor alignment, contrived to discourage the appearance of high-order modes 
in the cavities. This deliberately poor alignment required some redirection of 
global orientation servo beams. The noise spectrum fluctuated and was often 
higher than normal, but occasionally dipped to approximately 4 x 10- 19 j .;HZ 
near 1.5 kHz. 
The discovery of Supernova 1987a in the Large Magellanic Cloud was an-
nounced on 24 February. No gravitational wave interferometer was operating at 
the projected time of the stellar collapse; furthermore, all of the cryogenic bar 
detectors were also off the air and far from operating temperature. Rough esti-
mates of the possible gravitational wave flux emitted by the collapse [65] came 
in just below the sensitivity of the best current instruments, anyway. Likely 
models for the remnant object (presumably a neutron star or black hole) also 
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seemed unlikely to produce a detectable flux. Nevertheless, the Caltech proto-
type interferometer and the interferometer in Glasgow, beset as they were with 
technical problems, were the among most sensitive broadband antennas to date; 
the closeness of the supernova (about 50 kiloparsecs) led both groups, along with 
the MIT interferometer group, to press the antennas into observing service. All 
three instruments were at the time in various stages of disassembly; the Garch-
ing interferometer, which had been the most sensitive interferometer up to this 
time, was unfortunately so far disassembled that the German group was unable 
to join the effort. At MIT, Glasgow and Caltech, the work began to restore the 
detectors to operation as soon as possible, with the fear that any source ener-
getic enough to be detectable might fade rapidly. 
Our prototype was quickly closed up and brought to an operable state; the 
noise level (a selected "good" sample of which was presented in Figure 29) and 
the fringe contrast fluctuated, and the cavities were more prone than usual to 
falling out of lock (as well as more resistant to reacquiring), but the perfor-
mance was deemed the best possible without unacceptable delays. This work 
was completed in only three days; unfortunately, the other groups were beset 
with major reconstruction tasks and took about a week longer. Simultaneously 
an improvised data- acquisition timing system (to be described in Appendix D) 
was assembled, and the data acquisition computer was programmed with a rudi-
mentary algorithm to digitize signals from the interferometer and four auxiliary 
systems and write the results on magnetic tape. 
4.2 Data Runs 
Six tapes were hastily recorded at Caltech starting at 2 a.m. Greenwich time 
on 27 February, 1987. Problems with the tape drive led us to experiment with 
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sampling rates and buffer sizes, and about one hour of tape was recorded at 
varying bandwidths and with varying complements of auxiliary veto signals over 
a five hour period. Efforts to fix the tape drive, improve the recording process and 
stabilize the interferometer alignment consumed the next 41 hours, after which 
about 1.5 hours of data spanning an 8 hour baseline were taken. Sometime around 
1 hour into this second run the clock was accidentally offset by an unknown 
number of milliseconds, breaking the data into two continuous-phase segments 
(before and after the mishap). Should future analysis require it, the offset may 
be recoverable from the WWV radio broadcast track recorded on the tapes. 
On 5 March the Glasgow 10 meter interferometer was ready and an initial 
run was made in two-way coincidence; both interferometers were unusually prone 
to falling out of lock, so after about half an hour of low-duty- cycle observing 
the experiment was deferred until 8 March. At this time the MIT 1.5 meter 
interferometer came on line, and we took data first in two-way coincidence with 
MIT and then in three-way coincidence with both MIT and Glasgow on 8 and 9 
March. On 11 March all three groups once again recorded data simultaneously. 
This concluded the first coincident observing run by interferometric gravita-
tional wave antennas. The three interferometers were on the air a comparatively 
short time; the 70 tapes recorded at Caltech represent only about 8 hours of 
data, of which the interferometer was locked for 5 or so, and the actual three-
way coincidence measurements lasted only 2.5 hours (the actual "live" time with 
all three instruments locked and actively recording has not yet been computed, 
but this is of course an upper limit) . Attention has therefore been focused on 
looking for gravitational wave sources which might be directly associated with 
the supernova's aftermath, rather than sources expected to occur more or less 
uniformly in space and time. 
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4.3 Potentialities and Limitations of the Data 
Since these observations were recorded, we were enabled, in a sense, to "plan our 
experiment," to consider what astrophysical phenomena we might look for or 
seek to rule out. The general-purpose nature of the broadband antenna and the 
flexibility of wide band digital recording allows one to be fairly nonspecific about 
what one wishes to look for, Within well-defined limits, all the information is 
there on the tapes. Future sophistication and specialization of interferometric 
receivers, as well as the crush of continuous volumes of recorded data, will force 
more real-time interaction, but for now it is sufficient to peruse this hasty snap-
shot of the universe at our leisure. 
A useful framework for deciding more or less objectively what kinds of gravi-
tational waves the data set- is best suited to finding or ruling out is organized by 
posing the following questions: 
• Can the source considered be associated in time and space with the recent 
supernova? 
• If not associated with the supernova, then under the assumption of ap-
proximate ergodicity in the universe, would a detection by this search be 
consistent (in a statistical sense) with null results from previous observa-
tions ? 
• Can a source detectable with high confidence in these observations be rec-
onciled with widely held beliefs about astrophysical generation of gravita-
tional waves? 
These questions were addressed for various potential sources in an attempt to 
establish rough guidelines for the analysis. The considerable gains achievable by 
combining worldwide data from the three detectors were also estimated, although 
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at this writing the other groups have not yet analyzed their data far enough to 
predict coincidence sensitivities rigorously. 
An examination of burst and compact binary coalescence gravitational wave 
sources, described in Appendix C, arrived at the following conclusions. First, it 
seems unlikely that such signals would be associated with the supernova. Second, 
since the Stanford bar detector had observed for a much longer period in 1982 
[66] with null results at equal or somewhat better sensitivity to these classes 
of signals, anything observable in our short data set would have to arise from 
a statistically improbable large event. Finally, the detectability threshold of 
the interferometer for the coalescing binary signal implies so small a range (of 
order 20 parsecs for pairs of neutron stars [37]) that it is improbable for such 
an event to have happened inside this volume during the few hours spanned by 
our observations. Although such definite predicted strengths are unavailable for 
short bursts, a detectable burst in this short period would also need to be an 
improbable statistical accident to be consistent with cherished beliefs about the 
energy reserves of our galaxy [1]. 
4.4 Periodic Gravitational Waves 
We therefore turn to the prospect of looking for periodic gravitational waves in 
the data. A lack of previous searches for continuous periodic signals at the strain 
sensitivity achieved during these runs was brought to our attention by Bernard 
Schutz [67]. In addition, the possibility that the supernova formed a neutron 
star (confirmed by the detection of a pulse of neutrinos from the event [3]) and 
that the new star may be rotating rapidly (still just speculation) may provide a 
mechanism for the remnant to emit strong gravitational waves. For example, the 
newborn might not at first be perfectly axisymmetric. Here we might reasonably 
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expect some gravitational radiation to be emitted directly by the remnant of the 
supernova. The question remains; could such radiation be detected? 
In looking for a truly monochromatic source radiating at some unknown fre-
quency, an optimal search procedure will improve the signal- to-noise ratio as the 
square root of the observing time, providing the detector noise is itself random 
and aperiodic. Practical difficulties with coherently piecing together data having 
large gaps in the time record {discussed by Jeff Livas in [54]) make it considerably 
more tractable to consider using something less than the entire baseline of the 
data run or, as Livas did, using an incoherent combination of shorter coherent 
spectra to get something in between in sensitivity. An added complication is the 
Doppler shift due to the velocity of the detector as the earth rotates and revolves 
around the sun, as well as the amplitude modulation due to the rotation of the 
antenna pattern (Equation 8) . For integrations longer than about half an hour 
the Doppler shift of a kilohertz- band wave can smear the signal power out over 
enough frequencies to make it undetectable. As previous periodicity-seekers will 
attest , even with the necessary computing and data handling power, removing 
these motion effects can be a formidable task. 
Furthermore, a fair guess which will later be justified is that the assumption 
of random aperiodic noise in the detectors is very poor, and the smallest signal 
detectable with confidence is therefore not so much limited by the broadband 
random noise as by the presence of local periodic interference. Although powerful 
methods for rejecting local periodicities in a single detector have been developed 
[54, § 4.3), comparison with the concurrent data from the other detectors would 
be considerably more general in discriminating against such interference. This 
justifies restraint in devoting resources to extensive single-detector analysis. 
A reasonable initial compromise is to analyze the data from single tapes or 
fractions of tapes, segments without major time gaps and (at seven minutes per 
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tape) having negligible Doppler and A.M. effects. The n01se spectrum of our 
interferometer was not white, but a sizable fraction of the spectrum was near 
J s h(f) ~ 3 X 10-19 I VHz. This implies a sinusoidal strain of 3 X 1 o-20 in the 
antenna would just equal the noise level after coherent averaging for 100 seconds. 
A further statistical confidence factor of from three to five, if the noise were 
truly random and aperiodic, as well as allowance for the non-optimal orientation 
of the antenna, are required to translate this mean noise level into a minimum 
detectable astrophysical strain. With these factors included the antenna might 
be able to detect with some confidence monochromatic waves coming from the 
supernova's direction of amplitude h min ;:::: 2 x 10-19 at one kilohertz. 
The strain amplitude expected from a spinning neutron star at distance r 
with rotational period1 2/ f ew and having a "gravitational ellipticity" c:: , after 
averaging over the possible orientations of the spin axis in space, is given by 
Thorne as 
20 ( I )(!cw) 2 (50kpc) h(fcw ) ~ 1.5 x 10- c:: 5 2 -kH 104 gem 1 z r (19) 
with c:: being the disparity between the projections of the star's quadrupole mo-
ment along each of the equatorial principal axes , normalized by the star's moment 
of inertia I [1]. This assumes that the rotation axis is also a principal axis; if it is 
not, one can also obtain radiation at or near the rotation frequency as well as at 
twice the rotation frequency [68]. In general the radiation can also have higher 
harmonics, determined by the complexity of the deviations from symmetry. 
The size of c:: is open to broad speculation. Upper limits can be formed for 
those neutron stars which have been observed as pulsars, based on attributing 
the observed slowing of the pulse rates to gravitational radiation drag. Unless 
the remnant of 1987a becomes visible as a pulsar, we are unable to estimate its 
1T he waves have half t his period , as t he quad ru pole moment takes on the same values twice 
in each ro tation . 
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ellipticity in this way. 
Another upper limit is placed by assuming the neutron star was born with 
infinite (or very large) angular moment urn and spun down entirely by emission of 
gravitational radiation since, with no further energy input. This condition implies 
the relation PIP ~ 1lrssn where T ssn is the elapsed time since the supernova 
collapse and P is the star's rotational period. That "maximum" rate of power 
emission gives 
Ecw E. _ E rot - rot- ---
T ssn 
ergs 
second· (20) 
The strain corresponding to this maximum power, when averaged over possible 
orientations of the rotation axis, will be 
h - 24 ( I ) ~ (1 weekF ~ ~ 1.0 X 10 
1045 g cm2 T ssn 
(21) 
independent of the frequency. The emission frequency would continually de-
crease, since i cw I f ew = -1lrssn; this has important consequences for some 
proposed detection strategies [69). At the one-week mark, kilohertz waves would 
slip in phase by half a cycle in only 25 seconds with this power output. Special 
techniques would be needed to follow the slewing signal frequency if coherent in-
tegrations longer than this are to be used to pick it out of noise. 
The above estimates, while disappointing in view of the sensitivity figures 
quoted above, presume that there is no power source other than the neutron 
star's rotational energy. Mass transfer from nearby objects has been invoked as a 
likely mechanism by which the very rapid millisecond pulsars acquired their huge 
angular momenta. A companion star or other "battery" driving our candidate 
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source could provide more radiative gravitational wave power. The energy flux 
at earth corresponding to a sinusoidal strain h at frequency Jaw is given by [1, 
Equation 11] 
dEaw 
d2 x dt 
3 ~ 1rC J? h2 
4G aw 
~ 3.2 x 106 ( Jaw ) 2 h2 
1kHz (10-19)2 
ergs 
cm2 sec 
(22) 
where h 2 is the total mean square strain (including both polarization compo-
nents). Thus at a radius r, and assuming "typical" orientation of the source, the 
power output of a system producing this flux would have to be 
dEaw 2 dEaw ~ 4rrr d2x dt dt 
~ 9 6 x 1053 Jaw r h2 ergs ( )2 ( )2 
· · 1kHz 50 kpc (10- 19)2 sec 
( )2 ( )2 M0c2 ~ 0 53 Jaw r h2 (23) 
· 1kHz 50 kpc (10-19)2 sec 
The last form of this expression makes it clear that a hypothetical source de-
tectable in our 1987 observations would have not only to be extraordinarily effi-
cient at producing gravitational waves, but would also need an enormous reservoir 
of raw material to keep it going (of order 105 solar masses per day). Detect-
ing a signal from the 1987a remnant in our data would thus have revolutionary 
implications for astrophysics. 
What about the universe m general? The center of our own galaxy, for 
example, is five times closer than the Large Magellanic Cloud, and contains 
considerably more "raw material" than the neighborhood of our supernova rem-
nant . Previous kilohertz- band searches for coherent gravitational radiation have 
either been restricted to very narrow frequency bands [38,70] or have attained 
lower sensitivity [54,72] than is available from our observations. The results are 
summarized in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30: Experimental upper limits on continuous kilohertz-band gravitational 
radiation are pres en ted with some hypothetical source models. Curve (a) is 
our upper limit on "(+)"-polarized periodic strains emanating from the galactic 
center (§ 4. 7). Points (b) are limits determined by Hereld [38] on periodic radia-
tion from the millisecond pulsar PSR1937+214, at 642Hz (the radio pulse rate) 
and 1284 Hz (2fput8e)· Point (f) is an upper limit on the same source at 1284 
Hz reported by Hough et al. [70]. Curves (c) and (d) are the limits set by Livas 
[54] on radiation from arbitrary directions and from the direction of the galactic 
center, respectively. Curve (e) is the upper limit reported by Hough et al. [72] 
on continuous radiation from all directions. Theoretical estimates (broken lines) 
are as follows; (1) would result from 1 solar mass per minute converted entirely 
into sinusoidal gravitational waves and radiated isotropically from the galactic 
center; (2) represents 1 solar mass per hour radiated similarly. Curve (3) repre-
sents radiation from a neutron star with an ellipticity e of 10-2 located at the 
galactic center; and curve (4) is the upper limit to radiation from the supernova 
remnant based on a radiative spindown time of one week (for average orientation 
of the spin axis; the peak strain at optimum source orientation is about twice 
as large). No allowance has been made for the different confidence levels of the 
various experimental limits . The reader is referred to the cited publications for 
details. 
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In summary, detectable periodic gravitational radiation from the remnant of 
the supernova seems theoretically improbable. On the other hand, the sensitivity 
of even a modest search for periodic strains from any source would improve on 
previously published surveys by a large factor over a considerable bandwidth. 
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4.5 Data Analysis 
Several segments of interferometer data were scanned for evidence of periodic 
gravitational waves using standard techniques. As expected, a disproportionate 
amount of time was spent recognizing and rejecting candidate periodicities which 
turned out to be local in origin; before giving details, it may be worth reminding 
the reader that a simple comparison of these data with those recorded at MIT 
and Glasgow could serve to reject many local disturbances immediately, so these 
procedures should only be viewed as a coarse "first pass." 
4.5.1 General Method 
An estimate of the power spectrum of the signal derived from the secondary cav-
ity servo was formed by a standard Fourier transform computer algorithm. First, 
the chart recorder records (Appendix D) and detailed tables of "good" and "bad" 
tape segments prepared by Sheryl Smith [37] were scanned to find contiguous 
stretches of 220 samples (105 seconds) within a tape during which both cavities 
remained locked. Momentary dropouts and electronic saturations were by and 
large ignored; these were fairly common (again, likely due to the distortion of 
the cavities and the resulting instability against optical mode perturbations). No 
overwhelming difference was seen between spectra formed from data sets without 
any dropouts and those with a few , indicating that ones of short duration con-
tributed a negligible amount of energy to the spectrum. As a rule, dropouts long 
enough to register clearly on the chart record of the secondary cavity reflected 
light (about .1 second or longer) disqualified the segment as "discontinuous." 
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4.5.2 Transformation 
Each selected segment was analyzed for periodicities by calculating its discrete 
Fourier transform, or DFT. Briefly, this technique forms a discrete approximation 
xk to the continuous, infinite Fourier integral transform X (f) of the time record 
x(t). The computer took N discrete samples X j = x(t = t0 + Tj / N) of the 
interferometer strain signal. Each of the N elements of the discrete transform is 
then given by the sum 
N-1 L X j eO1ri~ 
j=O 
~ N X(fk = 21rk ). 
T T 
(24) 
In our case, the input data are real numbers; the number of independent Fourier 
components Xk is thus reduced from N to N /2 by the symmetry of the trans-
form [73]. These complex components represent equally-spaced frequencies from 
k = 0 (DC) up to k = N /2 (the Nyquist frequency, which is half the sampling 
rate). The discrete Fourier series formed with these coefficients (which repro-
duces the original sample vector) is formally equivalent to a least-squares fit of 
the original continuous signal to a sum of sines and cosines at integrally-related 
basis frequencies fk = kN /T, k = 0, 1, 2, ... , N. The method is thus optimal (in 
the least squares sense) for discovering sinusoidal signals in random noise. 
One key motivation for using this method is the Fast Fourier Transform or 
FFT, a class of algorithms by which the N 2 terms needed to evaluate the DFT 
(Equation 25) at all N frequencies is drastically reduced to a number of order 
N log2 N by virtue of the intrinsic symmetry of the exponential function inside 
the sum. The idea, which is most readily applicable where N is an integral 
power of 2, is nicely explained in [74]. The particular computer routine used, 
called MSFFT, is designed for optimum application in the unfortunate case that 
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the entire data vector will not fit into the memory of the computer [75]. Since 
our Masscomp computer has only 1 Mbyte of usable random-access memory, 
at most 262,144 four-byte numbers could be stored in memory at one time, 
requiring considerable amounts of comparatively slow random access to the mass 
storage device (a magnetic disk) during the computation of each million-point 
transform used here. Without any effort to optimize execution time beyond 
that implicit in the subroutines used, the transformation of each 220-point data 
vector considered here took approximately 1.2 hours of real time if the machine 
was not loaded with other tasks. The excessive time consumption (over 4,000 
seconds per 105-second data segment) is largely due to the memory limitation, 
making comparison with other methods and hardware difficult. For some useful 
benchmark data on state-of-the-art equipment, see [54, Appendix F]. 
After forming the DFT of the data vector, subsequent procedures concen-
trated on a quantity proportional to the single-sided power spectrum, 
(25) 
for each complex Fourier component X k. The phase of each component was 
discarded in this analysis; however, phase information was useful in discover-
ing related classes of local disturbances, and can always be addressed by re-
transforming the original data vector. 
4.5.3 Windowing 
Selected segments were read from the original data tape into a disk file on the 
computer, after conversion from the recorded short integer format to 4-byte real 
format (for compatibility with existing computer programs). Each stored data 
vector was windowed in-place by a simple algorithm. The purpose of this step is 
to reduce the errors inherent in estimating the power spectrum of a continuous 
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signal from only a finite number of discrete samples; if simply "chopped off" 
abruptly at the beginning and end of the segment, the sharp edges will add 
considerable spurious power to the spectral estimate, seen as a long "tail" of 
sidebands appended to any narrowband feature2 • Since this search turned up 
many locally generated narrowband interference signals, such leakage from the 
large interference spikes would tend to mask smaller features nearby. 
A von Hann (or "raised cosine") window was adopted for its high leakage 
suppressiOn [76, §9-5]; the window function is simply 
1 ( ( 27r j )) w i = "2 1 - cos N _ 1 (26) 
where N is the number of samples in the data vector. Each element in the 
original vector X j is multiplied by W j to form a new N-element vector xj , which 
is substituted for the original in subsequent procedures . Here, the most important 
consequences of this procedure are: 
• A sharp spectral feature is effectively broadened into the three adjacent 
frequency bins. For example, a true sinusoidal signal at a basis frequency 
will show up with its power redistributed among that bin and its two near-
est neighbors in the approximate ratio ~ : ~ : ~ K This is due to the effective 
amplitude modulation of any signal component by the window function 
(Equation 26), whose period equals the record length (producing "modu-
lation sidebands" one resolution bin away on each side of a peak). 
• Leakage into more distant sidebands is markedly reduced, since the window 
function itself has very small Fourier components at higher multiples of the 
basis frequency. 
2 Unless the period coincides with a "basis period" of the t ra ns form, an exact integra l divisor 
of the length of t he data vector . T his is an atypical occurrence. 
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• The actual numerical value of a power spectrum feature is proportional 
to the area under the square of the window function [74, page 424]. (This 
factor comes to 3/ 8 for the von Hann window, and unity for the rectangular 
or "uniform" window.) 
• The procedure affects coherent signals differently than incoherent random 
noise; an unresolved spectral feature, as noted above, is diluted over adja-
cent channels, while broadband noise is simultaneously present in all nearby 
frequency bins . As a result, the "significance" of such an unresolved peak 
with respect to the background is degraded. The effect is similar to that 
of increasing the effective noise bandwidth by a factor of 1.5 over the reso-
lution bandwidth f samp/ N [54,73,74]. 
• A spectral line falling midway between basis frequencies will be shown at 
only 84% of the estimated amplitude (70% of the power) of an otherwise 
identical signal which happened to fall right on a basis frequency. While 
in principle one can easily correct for this, it is not significant in view of 
other estimation errors. Other window functions can increase amplitude 
resolution at the expense of frequency resolution and vice ver"a [77, § 5]. 
The windowing routine and the Fourier transform program were invoked in 
sequence by a single command; the windowing added another 15 minutes or so 
to the total transform time. This time could be spared by windowing the data as 
it is transferred from tape (the modest computations are insignificant compared 
to the tape reading and buffering), but it was deemed useful to sneak a look 
at the unwindowed raw data once on the disk to check its integrity and to save 
the first few thousand samples as a "fingerprint." This helped verify that future 
references indeed addressed the same segment. 
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4.5.4 Finding the Peaks 
Even such modest-length spectra (half a million bins for the 105-second seg-
ments) need some kind of automation for finding and examining candidate peaks. 
A simple plot of the results, allowing an eye-straining 0.1 mm per bin, would 
stretch over 50 meters. The procedure adopted closely parallels methods used 
by Livas (54] and Armstrong (78] for similar searches. 
A computer program stepped through the disk file containing the Fourier 
transform, stored in eight-byte complex binary format. The power spectrum of 
the recorded signal is far from white; it was therefore necessary to form local es-
timates of the mean power spectrum in order to decide if any given bin contained 
an unusually large amount of energy. The bandwidth defining "local" was fixed 
despite considerable variation in the frequency scales over which the background 
noise fluctuated. At low frequencies, mechanical resonances and sharp filtering 
modified the power spectrum significantly between frequencies separated by only 
a few Hertz, while at higher frequencies gentler trends affected the background 
more gradually (with some exceptions due to local interference). A bandwidth 
of 256 resolution bins, about 2.44 Hz, was settled on after some experimentation. 
This provided a reasonably small statistical variance for the local estimated back-
ground, while allowing the estimate to follow most of the structure in the noise 
closely. 
The Fourier components were read in records of this length from the disk 
file, and each record was treated as an isolated subspectrum. First, the squared 
magnitudes of elements in each record were averaged to form the "local mean 
power" for that record. Then, each of the 256 squared magnitudes was compared 
with this local mean. Every bin whose power exceeded the mean by a factor 
greater than a preset threshold was tagged as a candidate peak. Optionally, 
a separate subroutine could then cull out candidates which fell within a preset 
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"dead band" around the frequency of each known local periodic disturbance. 
The primary culprits, and the only ones pernicious enough to demand automatic 
vetoing, were related to harmonic multiples of the 60 Hz power mains frequency. 
Any peaks above local threshold passing these secondary cuts were reported to 
a data file, noting the frequency, absolute size (in squared digital units), and 
relative size with respect to the local mean. After checking all 256 bins the value 
of the local mean and the boundaries of the record were also recorded in another 
file for reference. The next record was then read in and the process repeated. 
Thresholds were typically set to report at most a few hundred outstanding 
peaks, making it possible to peruse the list manually (that being the idea of 
automation). Plots of the number of peaks as a function of their height (a 
"peak height histogram") or oftheir approximate frequency (a "peak distribution 
histogram") were derived from these lists, made at a variety of thresholds. The 
naive peakfinding algorithm was inefficient; each peak list took approximately 25 
minutes to generate, depending on the threshold and the vetoes enabled. 
When added to the time required for reading the tape onto disk (about 15 
minutes), windowing, and transforming the data vector, each 105- second segment 
took over two hours of real time to crunch. This burden significantly reduced 
the flexibility of the search, especially when combined with another limitation; 
the fixed disk drive on the Masscomp (a 70 megabyte Fujitsu) was all but full, 
even after sacrificing other users' space and removing instruction manuals and 
utilities to backup tapes. As a result, at any given time only one million-point 
segment or its transform could be stored, hampering comparison of data from 
different times and dates. A used 690 megabyte drive was purchased, but the 
necessary controllers and cables arrived too late to influence the analysis. This 
and the time-consuming code are the primary reasons for not analyzing more of 
the 70 tapes recorded. 
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The peaks and local mean background levels were stored in "raw" transformed 
tape units. They could then be expressed as strains in the antenna by use of a 
cubic spline interpolation to coarse calibration spectra, produced by driving one 
mirror of the interferometer with pseudorandom noise (as described in § D.3). 
This calibration was only accurate above about 300Hz; the search was restricted 
to this range. The same spline parameters were used for all segments analyzed 
without adjustment, since the various calibration tests were mutually consistent. 
4.5.5 Statistical Expectations 
Deciding statistically whether a peak in the spectrum could represent an astro-
physical signal or not is severely hampered by the presence of colored noise and 
periodic interference. We .have tried to deal with the coloration of the noise by 
estimating its mean power in local bands. Temporarily neglecting the periodic 
interference, we can at least get a rough idea of how many peaks to expect just 
from random fluctuations . This baseline will drive the hunt for departures from 
the theoretical ideal; more relevant, it will indicate the potential benefits of ex-
punging local interference, e.g., by employing data from other detectors. 
Under the temporary assumption that the noise is random and aperiodic, 
we can look upon the set of N /2 complex Fourier amplitudes as samples from 
N distinct random number generators (one each for real and imaginary parts) . 
Furthermore, each generator will produce a roughly Gaussian distribution with 
zero mean (since each Xj in the sum of Equation 25 itself comes independently 
from an assumed random sequence). It follows that the spectral power Sk = 
1Xkl 2 = IRe (XkW+ lim (XkW will be distributed as a x2 random variable having 
two degrees of freedom. If we normalize the S k by the local mean power S(fk) (an 
abstract property of the physical process generating the noise, to be estimated 
by our 256- point local averages) the resulting random variable u = (Sk/S(fk)) 
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will have the simple probability density distribution 
that is, the probability that u will be found between a and b (b > a) is just 
P(a < u < b)= 1b p(u)du = e-a - e-6• (28) 
These properties were verified by substituting the band-limited, amplified 
thermal noise of a carefully screened 1 MO resistor held at room temperature for 
the gravitational wave antenna readout at the input of the ADC, and recording 
and processing this "true noise" as described above. The normalized powers u 
for 102,400 bins of the 524,240-bin spectrum are histogrammed in Figure 31, 
showing agreement with Equation 27. 
For an imaginary ensemble of independent spectra produced by identical 
copies of this ideal process , we can derive the probability distribution of the 
discrete variable n m ( v), defined as the number of bins with normalized power u 
exceeding some given threshold v in a spectrum of m bins. This is simply the 
probability that, say, the first n m bins exceed v while the rest do not, times the 
number of possible ways to choose these n m special bins, i.e. a binomial distri-
bution 
(29) 
Over the ensemble, the average number of bins exceeding threshold v will clearly 
be me-v , and the variance u~m EvF = m e-v(l - e-v). Applying the results for 
this hypothetical ensemble of spectra produced by identical physical processes 
to the set of spectra taken from our one apparatus at different times requires 
assuming the noise is ergodic; this assumption is also violated in the real world, 
but relatively weakly, so we'll ignore that restriction as well. 
For example, if each spectrum of 524,288 bins was truly produced by the 
above "idealized " random process, and if our estimates of the local mean power 
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Figure 31 : Thermal noise from a resistor was amplified and band-limited, then 
recorded and processed in the same manner as the actual data. M =102,400 bins 
from the normalized power spectrum are histogrammed here; the theoretical 
prediction of Equation 27 is also shown. Both curves are normalized to unit 
probability (i.e. , enclose area M). The two peaks found with u ~ 11.8 are 
not exceptional; the theoretical distribution should produce two peaks this size 
or bigger in about 1 out of 7 trials ( cf. Equation 29) 
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are accurate (meaning the noise power spectrum is smooth on the scale of our 
averaging bandwidth), we would expect an average spectrum to have about 24 
bins with u > 10 . Furthermore, 9 out of 10 similarly prepared spectra would 
each be expected to contain between 16 and 32 such bins. 
The task of deciding whether or not a peak is important proceeds by assigning 
a different probability distribution to the normalized power u reported for a bin 
which contains an astrophysical signal added to the noise, and then determining 
the likelihood that a given bin belongs to this distribution and not to the "pure 
noise" distribution above. For example, a waveform like 
x(t) = a cos(27r}c wt) + xn(t), (30) 
a sinusoid of amplitude a added to the original random noise xn(t), will produce 
power spectra having (N/ 2) - 1 bins distributed as above and one bin3 nearest 
the frequency f e w distributed with the Rice-squared probability density [78, 
Equation A2] 
Pa(u) = exp[-(u + a 2 )] foE~F (31) 
where Io is the zeroth hyperbolic Bessel function. For a peak distinguished by 
its low probability of arising from noise alone, this distribution function would 
allow us to estimate the amplitude a; if nothing were found, it would allow us to 
estimate the probability of having accidentally missed something actually present 
at a given a. 
Most of the work with the actual data was devoted to trying to get rid of 
the effects of local periodic interference, which rendered the above results aca-
demic. The initial lists of "statistically significant" peaks were at first a factor of 
ten longer than would be produced by the "simple" noise process we considered. 
3 Here we neglect the windowing effects discussed above. 
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Surely these were not all gravitational waves! After some detective work, how-
ever, the biggest offenders were eliminated, and the pared-down peak list more 
nearly approached the estimates mentioned in Section 4.4. 
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4.6 Results 
Eight segments of seven different tapes were selected from the 70-tape library 
accumulated during the 1987 observations. All were recorded at 10 (kilosam-
ples/second)/channel with the 5 channel assignments described in Appendix D. 
Of these, two were short (less than 30 second) calibration tests in which pseudo-
random white noise of known amplitude had been applied to the Huey (primary 
cavity) mirror. One 105-second segment was abandoned after initial analysis re-
vealed anomalously high broadband noise\ another segment was analyzed before 
spurious peak rejection procedures had been fully developed, and was not sub-
sequently reanalyzed. The four remaining segments showed reasonably uniform 
characteristics. They were chosen from three tapes, two from the coincidence run 
of 9 March and one from 11 March, 1987. All eight segments are summarized in 
Table 1. 
4.6.1 First Impressions 
Before starting it was known (from routine diagnostic spectra) that 60 Hz line 
multiples contaminated the noise spectrum at low frequencies. It was not known 
if these "line spikes" would appear up to the 83rd harmonic ( 4980 Hz, just below 
our Nyquist limit) since the diagnostic spectra typically had low resolution. As a 
result the peakfinding algorithm was equipped with a means of rejecting any peak 
found within a preset deadband of ±100 bins (about 0.95 Hz) either way from any 
line frequency multiple. The mean line frequency was determined by examining 
the full-resolution spectrum itself, forming an average of the frequencies of the 
4 Recall that the noise fluctuated occasionally due to the time-varying mode structure of the 
distorted cavities; in this recorded segment t he chart recorder t race showed no significant effect 
in the fringe cont rast, but the average contrast was so poor (....., 40%) t hat this is not a sensitive 
gauge of the mode quality. 
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II Tape (3eg) I Start Time Length I Comment3 II 
27 067:14:26:23.36 ......,0.41s white noise calibration 
34 067:15:49:10.00 104.86 s partial analysis 
45 (a) 068:01:10:36.76 104.86 s included 
45 (b) 068:01:14:17.74 104.86 s included 
49 068:01:51:43.32 104.86 s included 
52 070:06:08:00.00 ........ 0.50 s white noise calibration 
53 070:06:18:19.91 104.86 s high broadband noise 
56 070:06:53:30.00 104.86 s included 
Table 1: The four tape segments studied most intensively, listed along 
with the two short calibration recordings and two partially analyzed seg-
ments not included in the conclusions (noted in case someone is partic-
ularly interested in those times). The starting times are in the format 
[day of 1987):[hour):[minute): [seconds).[hundredths), upiversal time (UT). 
largest obvious line spikes (each divided by the appropriate integer). The 200-
bin zone width was chosen to allow for the width of the broadest line spike, 
and was applied up to 5 kHz. This results in the loss of about 83 x 1.9 Hz = 
158Hz, or 3% of the search bandwidth; later developments(§ 4.6.3) doubled the 
loss. More refined methods could probably reduce the total bandwidth ignored 
in avoiding line spikes; for future observations, of course, they should just be 
eliminated5 . A further practical matter, the absence of accurate calibration at 
very low frequencies, limited the serious peak search to frequencies above 305.18 
Hz (bins #32,000 to #524,288). 
After the exclusion of suspected line spike regions, the three spectra computed 
from tape segments 45(a) , 45(b) and 49 yielded 167, 64 and 158 bins, respectively, 
above threshold v = 10. Recalling the predictions of Equation 27, we would only 
anticipate about 22 of the 475,720 "live" bins to exceed v = 10 if the noise were 
5T he 40m antenna has indeed been purged of most line interference since the 1987 
observations . 
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aperiodic and random; 64 or more would be expected by chance in only one out of 
1013 spectra. Figure 32 shows the situation for a particular region of the spectrum 
from Tape 45(b ). Conclusion; the antenna output is not random, aperiodic noise. 
As expected, the peaks were most numerous in the low-frequency portion of 
the spectrum, below 2kHz ( cf. Figure 35). Resonances in the apparatus tend to 
be most numerous and least susceptible to isolation measures at lower frequen-
cies. A look at the coarse power spectrum (Figure 33) also shows that the noise 
spectrum undergoes sharp changes over short frequency intervals, confounding 
our smoothed estimate of the broadband noise. Some peaks reported as "sig-
nificant" were thus compared with an inaccurate (low) estimate of the local 
background. On the other hand, some smaller peaks were also probably masked 
by high background estimates, formed in averaging bands which sported a large 
spurious peak (e .g., a line spike). 
Under the assumption that few if any of the reported peaks were caused by 
gravitational waves, mechanisms of local interference were examined to try and 
explain at least the largest ones. As little prejudice as possible was included 
about the nature of true astrophysical signals; thus, for example, peaks with 
resolved broadband structure (and hence a lower "Q" than the astrophysical 
processes guessed at above) were not discounted simply on the basis of their 
shape. 
Several potential sources of spunous peaks were investigated. Two were 
found, both effects of poor isolation of the apparatus and recording system, which 
allowed rejection of substantial numbers of peaks. A third suspected mechanism, 
nonlinearity in the recording system, yielded inconclusive results and merits more 
study. 
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Figure 32: Histogram of bin heights in the spectrum of Tape 45(b) between 1 
kHz and 1.5 kHz (52,428 bins) . A threshold of u = 4 was used; below this, the 
distribution follows the theoretical curve for random noise (sketched in) closely. 
An excess of high-power bins is evident ( cf. Figure 31, Equation 27) . This graph 
is just an example; some regions of the spectrum showed fewer departures from 
the theoretical curve, while others showed more. 
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Figure 33: Local mean power per bin calculated for each 256-bin region of the 
transform of tape segment 45( a), replotted as a coarse strain spectrum J Sh(f) . 
Note that averaging 256 adjacent bins of the fine-resolution spectrum is equiva-
lent to averaging 256 successive lower- resolution spectra, the more usual practice 
for power spectrum estimation. 
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4.6.2 Micro phonics 
Acoustic excitation of the laser and optical fiber was known to induce broadband 
noise in the apparatus, but it was not realized until these data were analyzed that 
the ambient acoustic spectrum in the laboratory also contains numerous fine, 
high-Q features invisible to previous lower-resolution tests. The microphone 
track recorded on tape along with the strain signal was transformed and ana-
lyzed in exactly the same way, except that the microphone was not calibrated. 
The spectrum revealed many "excess" (non-statistical) peaks, as did the strain 
signal; moreover, a large number appeared at exactly the same frequencies in 
both spectra, even after excluding line multiples. This was fairly concrete cir-
cumstantial evidence that those peaks in the strain spectrum were caused by 
periodic sound interferenc~K To be sure there was no coincidence, several of the 
suspects were scrutinized by playing a tape back through the computer DAC into 
an HP3562A Spectrum Analyzer and looking for coherence in the time-averaged 
cross spectrum of the two signals6 • For all the coincident peak pairs examined in 
this way, the microphone and strain signals maintained phase coherence over 240 
second intervals; further support came from the striking similarity of the shapes 
of those lines that were broad enough to be resolved in both spectra. 
Two natural questions arose: How big a peak in the microphone spectrum 
was sufficient grounds for disqualifying a nearby peak in the strain spectrum; and 
how close did they have to be in frequency to justify the assumption of cause and 
effect? If the coupling transfer function is roughly linear, and doesn't vary much 
over frequencies of order the width of the peaks (i.e., the transfer function has 
lower Q tlian the offending peaks), then (a) the ratio of the peak height to the 
6 This t ri ck saved a lot of programming, since the commercial instrument is designed to do 
such involved calculations trivia lly, but it required considerable faith in the accuracy of the DAC. 
Independent tests showed t hat the DAC was indeed ra ther good , in fact much better tha n the 
ADC. 
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nearby background ought to be larger in the spectrum of the "cause" than the 
"effect" (or at least be equal), and (b) the frequencies should match within the 
half-width of the feature. Spot checks of the two spectra implied that property 
(a) was always satisfied; all suspected pairs were also well aligned in frequency 
(often in the exact same bins), satisfying (b) as well. Hence it was sufficient to 
scan the microphone spectrum with the same threshold v used to find the peaks 
in the strain spectrum, and to look only for close coincidence (within 10 bins) 
between reported groups common to the two peak lists. These were then simply 
crossed off the candidate list by hand. 
The satisfaction of condition (a) above, m addition to pointing to a very 
simple kind of acoustic interaction, could also allow us to attribute some fraction 
of the broadband noise in the detector to acoustic infiltration. Some peaks whose 
"significance" with respect to the local background was nearly equal in both 
spectra show that the broadband noise in those regions was probably also acoustic 
in nature. However, except for very narrow features (less than 0.1 Hz wide) little 
coherence was seen between the microphone and strain spectra. It is possible that 
a time-varying or nonlinear coupling mechanism would allow acoustic energy to 
infiltrate incoherently7 • 
Many of the microphonic peaks were fully resolved (i .e., significantly broader 
than 10 mHz) and occurred at frequencies below 1 kHz. The only exception 
was a very large (u "" 50) unresolved peak at 4997.63 Hz, appearing at the 
same place (within 1 bin) in all four spectra. The source for this (and the other 
"normal" acoustic peaks) remains a mystery. One possibility is that the blades of 
cooling fan.s in electronic lab equipment produced periodic sound, at arbitrary but 
7 In this case one might still reveal a cause/effect relationship by cross-correlating the squares 
of the two signals, as in an intensity interferometer [79], but this method (suggested to me by 
Ron Drever) is severely limited in cases like this where the signals have pronounced periodicities 
and st rongly colored spectra to begin with . 
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nearly steady frequencies set by the motor speeds. The peak amplitudes are all 
consistent with their having been inaudible over the incoherent background noise 
(according to [11], the human ear and brain have an equivalent noise bandwidth 
of about 120 Hertz). 
4.6.3 Aliased Line Multiples 
The microphonic peak veto cleaned up some low-frequency peaks, but a large 
excess remained. Line frequency harmonics were visible all the way up to #83 
(just below the 5 kHz Nyquist frequency); furthermore, a simple peak pairing 
program revealed that even after rejecting direct multiples of the line frequency, 
a significant number of pairs of large peaks were still Jeparated by multiples of 
that frequency. An obvious explanation was that these were in fact very high 
frequency line multiples which somehow got past the anti-aliasing filters and 
were aliased into the band of interest. This speculation turned out to be right; 
beyond spike #83, the series continued back downward, as though reflected by 
the 5 kHz Nyquist limit. 
In retrospect, it seems understandable that line harmonics above 5kHz could 
sneak into the ADC inputs around the anti-aliasing filters. Transient pulses at 
a repetition rate of 180 Hz, with frequency components up to 20 kHz, were often 
seen superimposed on sensitive signals in the laboratory; they were probably 
produced by the switching of rectifiers in the laser power supply. These spikes 
were both radiated and directly added to the power distribution lines in the 
lab. Interferometer signals were routinely amplified and filtered by AC-powered 
equipment'in a uniformly grounded rack system inside the laboratory, near the 
vertex optical table, while the computer system was located in a nearby control 
room; the rapid setup for the observing run consisted of just running some ten-
meter cables through the door to the ADC inputs. This could have caused 
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ground loops and/or enormous antennas, which bypassed the filters and went 
undiscovered in the rush to bring the antenna on line. 
The peakfinding algorithm was therefore modified to skip over a new series of 
peaks, starting with #84 (at 5040 Hz, but aliased down to 10,000-5040 = 4960 
Hz) and proceeding downward toward DC. At these high frequencies, the line 
spikes were much broader in absolute terms; this effect would be expected if the 
peaks were broadened by phase noise resulting from changing reactive loads on 
the power grid. It was thus necessary to determine the mean line frequency during 
each tape segment very accurately to avoid letting the "tails" of the highest 
harmonics evade the veto deadband. As it was, the deadband of 1.9 Hz was 
barely enough to cover them. Aliased spikes were seen up to #147 (8,820 Hz); 
the program was automated to delete them up to #166 (just below the 10 kHz 
sample rate) for simplicity. It is quite possible that members of the set existed in 
yet another aliased series proceeding up from #167, which would appear aliased 
to 20 Hz, but none were detected. 
All told, about 316Hz of the 4,695 Hz search bandwidth (6.7 %) was inten-
tionally given up to line frequency interference. However, the actual presence of 
a line spike tended to greatly inflate the local mean power estimate used to cal-
culate the peak thresholds; therefore, each spike could well have interfered with 
the discovery of other legitimate peaks, potentially over a region as broad as 4.88 
Hz (if the line spike straddled two local averaging bands and poisoned both). 
This effect was not fully accounted for, depending as it does on the strengths of 
the spikes and on the unknown distribution of peak heights. 
4.6.4 Remaining Peaks 
The results of applying the added vetoes on the four peak lists are summarized 
in Table 2; although the number of peaks above threshold u = 10 remained 
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II Tape(.5eg) I Thre.5hold I L I L,A I L,A,M II 
10.0 167 147 103 
45(a) 16.0 48 48 27 
25.0 21 21 9 
10.0 64 57 48 
45(b) 16.0 16 16 9 
25.0 10 10 6 
10.0 158 135 90 
49 16.0 36 32 21 
25.0 11 10 6 
10.0 n/a 61 48 
56 16.0 n/a 27 18 
25.0 n/a 13 9 
Table 2: The number of bins reported exceeding each of three thresholds, after 
applying three successive vetoes; first, peaks within a preset interval of a line 
multiple were excluded (column marked "L"); then, peaks close to aliased line 
multiples were excluded (column marked "L,A"); and finally, peaks common to 
the microphone spectrum were deleted (column marked" L,A,M'). Since these 
are numbers of bin.51 large features which affect several bins are reported several 
times; in most cases just a few persistent large peaks are responsible for all the 
remaining counts. 
excessive, it was considerably reduced. No other obvious local interference was 
exposed. Many of the remaining peaks are probably attributable to high-Q 
resonances in the apparatus. Some are very likely to be violin-mode resonances 
of the wires suspending one or more test masses. Most of the larger peaks 
reported actually comprised several close bins, leading to multiple reporting of 
many features; recall that even a monochromatic feature will typically be smeared 
out into three bins by the windowing. Thus the tabulated numbers include many 
correlated bins, and don't accurately represent the statistical distribution of the 
peak heights. 
An obvious additional test, to mechanically excite each mass and determine 
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the frequencies and Q's of major resonances, was unfortunately not done be-
fore these masses were torn out and replaced by more modern ones. The wire 
resonances, in particular, are thus at unknown frequencies, although from pre-
vious experience we know they can appear in the spectrum. The best we can 
do is estimate their number and approximate frequencies and try to guess which 
features they are. A grouping of four large, narrow peaks in the range 630 to 
640 Hz, seen to some degree in all the spectra, are almost certainly the slightly 
nondegenerate resonances of the four wires on one test mass. These are shown in 
Figure 34. The three peaks reported (one fell near a line harmonic and got ve-
toed) account for 8 of the 18 bins above u = 16 and 6 of the 9 bins above u = 25 
in this spectrum from Tape 56. 
More large peaks were still evident at lower frequencies, even after the veto 
procedures. For example, the distribution of bins above a uniform threshold u = 
10 vs. frequency has been plotted for Tape 45(a) both before and after application 
of all the interference vetoes (Figure 35). Another example is presented from 
Tape 56 in Figure 36. The height of the biggest "outlier" peaks in any given 
stretch of spectrum depended strongly on frequency as well. These two qualities 
motivated breaking the spectrum up somewhat arbitrarily into several distinct 
regions, in a sense coarsely recognizing the different statistical nature of the noise 
(or interference) at different frequencies. 
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Figure 34: These peaks, which appeared in all four spectra., are probably the 
violin-mode resonances of the suspension wires on one of the test masses . They 
may have been excited by electronic noise on the suspension transducers passed 
by faulty filters. The widths indicate Q's in excess of 10,000. No other group 
of features having high Q's in such close proximity were found , indicating that 
efforts to quell wire resonances were uaually successful. This plot is from Tape 
56; the rightmost peak fell within the veto band of a nearby line spike, and was 
not reported in the peak list. 
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Figure 35: The number of bins above u. = 10 found in 500-Hz portions of the 
spectrum taken from Tape 45(a), before (light shading) and after (dark shading) 
microphone and aliased line frequency vetoes had been applied. The lowest bin 
really extends only from 500 Hz down to 305 Hz, since the search was cut off 
below this. An excess of peaks at lower frequencies is still evident after applying 
the vetoes . 
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Figure 36: The number of bins above u = 10 found in 500-Hz portions of the 
spectrum taken from Tape 56, after all spurious peak vetoes had been applied. 
The lowest histogram bar really extends only from 500 Hz down to 305 Hz, since 
the search was cut off below this. 
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4.7 Conclusions 
Since there remains an excess of peaks found at a "statistically significant" level, 
we present the data in a straightforward way. Based on our knowledge of the 
apparatus and the local nature of those peaks we did manage to identify, it 
seems unlikely that all the peaks are due to gravitational waves. Therefore, we 
proceed by assuming that none of them are, and attempt to place an upper limit 
on the size of any periodic gravitational waves based on the fact that no bigger 
peaks were seen. For reasons explained above, it seems logical to split up the 
spectrum into regions according to qualitative features such as the density and 
size of peaks. 
4.7.1 Limits on Strain in the Antenna 
The final peak lists were plotted out for each of the four spectra considered, after 
translation of the peak values into equivalent R.M.S. strain for a monochromatic 
signal at the nearest bin center frequency. A horizontal line was drawn through 
the largest peak in each 500-Hz band of each plot , giving separate and indepen-
dent upper limits for 305-500 Hz, 500-1,000 Hz, 1,00G-1500 Hz, etc. In regions 
where no peaks were seen above u = 10, the line was placed a factor of 10 (in 
power) above the highest level of the averaged background in that region (ex-
cluding values inflated by line spikes, etc.) . The completed boundary was then 
uniformly raised by a factor of 2.5 (in power); the four resulting plots are pre-
sented in Figures 37 through 40. 
These K~:ather conservative (and slightly baroque) conditions would ordinarily 
imply a low probability, considerably less than ten percent, of having missed a 
genuine signal bigger than that final line. It seems inappropriate, however, to 
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invest much in estimating the "confidence level" of this limit based on some ide-
alized peak height distribution; as we have seen, our limited knowledge of the 
process producing these spectra makes it impossible to extrapolate the probabil-
ity distribution so far out on the "tail" without considerably more experimental 
evidence. Future analyses in conjunction with the spectra from Glasgow and 
MIT are virtually guaranteed more predictable aggregate statistics. 
4. 7.2 Interpretation; Strains in Space 
The ratio of antenna strain limits to the minimum detectable amplitudes of actual 
gravitational waves emitted by an astrophysical source depends on the source 
polarization and on its position angles relative to the antenna arms, according 
to Equation 8. The maximum value of this factor, 1.0, obtains for the source di-
rectly overhead or directly below, with "plus" polarization; two other interesting 
directions are toward the galactic center and toward the Supernova 1987a rem-
nant. The relevant angles pertinent to the Caltech antenna site and the two sky 
positions are summarized in Table 3. The corresponding "antenna beam" fac-
tors are tabulated in Table 4, for the two fixed polarization states defined with 
respect the celestial meridian of each source (as opposed to the detector axes, 
which rotate). A third number often stated in discussion of future detectors is 
the integrated average value of this factor over 4rr steradians and all polariza-
tions; this is inappropriate here, since the universe is extremely lumpy on the 
scale of our maximum detection range (almost exclusively sub- galactic). 
Finally, the antenna strain limits calculated above were divided by the mod-
ulus of the beam factor for each tape, and the most stringent results were as-
sembled for each polarization and for each selected source direction. The final 
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Figure 37: Experimental upper limit on periodic gravitational wave strains in the 
Caltech antenna for Tape 45(a). Peaks found in the spectrum above u = 10 (ten 
times the local mean power spectral density) are marked with "+" signs. The 
ordinate is labeled with equivalent R .M.S. strain for a monochromatic (spectrally 
unresolved) signal; the resolution bandwidth of these spectra is 9.54 mHz. Line 
spike regions and other bands vetoed from the analysis have not been shown 
explicitly; the total bandwidth excluded is approximately 320 Hz. 
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Figure 38: Experimental upper limit on periodic gravitational wave strains in 
the Cal tech antenna for Tape 45(b ), with locations and strength of peaks found 
in the spectrum above u = 10. 
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Figure 39: Experimental upper limit on periodic gravitational wave strains in 
the Caltech antenna for Tape 49, with locations and strength of peaks found in 
the spectrum above u. = 10. 
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Figure 40: Experimental upper limit on periodic gravitational wave strains in 
the Caltech antenna for Tape 56, with locations and strength of peaks found in 
the spectrum above u = 10. 
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The Caltech Antenna 
latitude 34° 8' 
longitude 118° 7' 
orientation North (Louie arm) 
SN1987a (LMC) 
righf ascension 5h26m 
declination -69° 
distance "' 50 kpc 
Galactic Center 
right ascension 1711 42m 
declination -29° 
distance "' 10 kpc 
Table 3: The location and orientation of the Caltech 40 meter antenna, and the 
position angles of two points in the sky for which the beam pattern factor was 
calculated as a function of time during the observing run. 
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SN1987a (LMC) 
Tape (seg) ( +) (x) 
45(a) 0.45 -0.30 
45(b) 0.47 -0.26 
49 0.53 -0.11 
56 -0.42 0.30 
Galactic Center 
Tape (seg) ( +) (x) 
45(a) 0.92 -0.33 
45(b) 0.93 -0.30 
49 0.98 -0.17 
56 -0.27 0.64 
Table 4: Ratio of Caltech antenna strain h to gravitational wave strain amplitude 
h0 , for waves emanating from the direction of the supernova remnant (top) or 
the center of our galaxy (below), or their diametric opposites. The polarization 
state "+" refers to alignment with the celestial meridian of the source; the "x" 
polarization state is rotated by 45° clockwise, looking skyward. 
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composite limits (comprising results from all four data segments) on linearly po-
larized astrophysical strains emanating from the two directions considered are 
presented graphically in Figure 41. Note that this composition implicitly as-
sumes no change in source strength occurred between the first and last tape 
(a span of 53 hours). Limits free of this assumption, and for other source direc-
tions, can be derived from the beam pattern factors (Equation 8) and the "raw" 
antenna strain limits (Figures 37 through 40). 
4.7.3 Comments 
The antenna strain limits are obviously degraded by the presence of large spurious 
peaks in the spectrum, especially below 1500 Hz. In particular, the region be-
tween 500 Hz and 1 kHz is totally dominated in all four spectra by the suspected 
wire resonances mentioned previously (at 630.47, 635.96, 636.45, and 638.29 Hz) 
and/or a set of close peaks between 870 and 911Hz likely to be resonances of the 
beamsplitter mass. If these could be shown to be spurious, as we strongly sus-
pect they are, the strain thresholds could be lowered by at least a factor of 5 in 
those bands. This is an extreme example. In other regions of the spectrum the 
limits are also dominated by large peaks which, with sufficient diligence, could 
possibly be traced to local interference. However, in three of the four spectra no 
peaks above 1 kHz exceeded the local background by more than a factor of six in 
strain; this strongly implies that even if they could be eliminated the statistical 
background would not allow even a factor of two better sensitivity. 
In addition, most such obstacles could be easily dispatched by comparison 
with one or more spectra from the other antennas, and in particular the Glasgow 
machine, which had essentially identical strain performance over much of the 
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Figure 41: Composite limits on continuous gravitational waves emanating from 
the directions of Supernova 1987a (top) and the center of our galaxy (below). 
Results are shown for "+" polarization (i.e. strain aligned with celestial merid-
ian), shown as the solid line, and "x" polarization, the broken line. 
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II Tape ( seg) I /1 (Hz) IJ 
45(a) 60.000 
45(b) 60.006 
49 59.995 
56 60.011 
Table 5: Frequencies of powerline interference in each of the four analyzed tape 
segments, estimated from an ensemble of line harmonic features in each spectrum 
with an estimated uncertainty of ±0.005 Hz. Peaks in each spectrum within 0.95 
Hz of any integral multiple (up to n=166) of this frequency were rejected. 
spectrum. Glasgow's latitude gives a somewhat better view of the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud, and a worse view of the Galactic Center, but this is a small effect. 
Short lists of peaks above a given threshold (say, v = 10) are extremely unlikely 
to contain a coincident pair unless produced by an astrophysical signal, since the 
antennas are both of highly unique construction. 
Another problem is the loss of a considerable fraction of the search bandwidth 
to line multiple interference. It may be possible to reduce the loss by including 
frequencies closer to each line multiple, but any peak reported too close to a 
multiple would have to remain suspicious. The only real solution, as mentioned 
above, is to eliminate line interference; in future runs this should be a priority. 
In the meantime, it must be stressed that our quoted limits are only valid for 
frequencies f satisfying fln+0.95 Hz < f < !1(n+ 1) -0.95 Hz and 10,000.95 Hz-
fln > f > 9,999.05Hz- !1(n + 1) for all integers 6 ~ n ~ 166, where /1 is the 
line frequency. For the data tapes considered, /1 is given in Table 5. 
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Appendix A 
Test Mass Testing 
In this appendix, I describe some exploratory measurements undertaken to better 
understand the array of modes found in the test masses used in the interferometer 
before May 1984 (Figure 9). Some of the more pronounced resonances depicted 
in Figure 10 were identified in these tests. The mapping of their eigenmodes, in 
addition to providing an answer to the immediate question of their coupling to 
the mirror displacement, also instilled considerable intuition about mechanical 
structures which helped to guide subsequent design tasks. 
An unused mass assembled from rejected pieces was set on four of the toy 
rubber cars atop an optical table. Piezoelectric disks were glued flat to its hori-
zontal plates, employing the dilation of the disk in a plane perpendicular to the 
applied electric field to induce strain in the metal. Several locations were chosen 
on both top and bottom plates, to minimize the chance of missing any big res-
onances by a fortuitous placement of the driver at an antinode. The disks were 
driven by an audio power amplifier with up to 80 V p-p of pseudorandom white 
noise (generated by an HP3582A spectrum analyzer) in order to pinpoint inter-
esting spectral features, and then with a sine wave to investigate details of each 
feature. 
Several methods were used to detect the vibration of the mass . A rmrror 
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mount was attached to the lower plate holding a dummy cavity mirror. A helium-
neon laser beam, reflected from this mirror onto a quadrant photodiode two 
meters away, provided a readout indicating the angles of altitude and azimuth. 
A Michelson interferometer set up to measure the linear displacement of the 
mirror proved unwieldy because of excess low-frequency motion of the mass on 
the rubber, and was abandoned. The voltages developed across the other piezos 
glued to the mass were also monitored. A spectrum obtained in this way is shown 
in Figure 42, with the measured quality factors of the more prominent modes 
indicated. However, only crude information could be derived about the shape of 
these modes and their effect on the cavity length form these measurements. 
A very instructive readout was obtained with a tiny commercial accelerometer 
(made by Vibrametrics) which could be moved around on the mass and stuck 
down with doublesided adhesive tape. Its mass was small enough ( < 10 grams) 
not to excessively perturb the modes. By driving the mass on a resonance and 
using a lock-in analyzer to detect the amplitude and phase of the acceleration 
at numerous locations, one could very quickly map out the eigenfunction of each 
mode. Some of the more interesting ones are depicted schematically in Figure 43. 
These examples should all couple strongly to the displacement of a mirror, and 
most also produced large signals on the quadrant diode mirror angle readout . 
The dummy mass was clearly not identical to the actual interferometer masses; 
for example, the real masses were suspended by wires at the center post, and had 
several mirrors and counterweights . Two piezo disks were therefore glued onto 
the Huey test mass in situ and one was excited with pseudorandom noise while 
running the interferometer; the more prominent peaks in the resulting interfer-
ometer output (Figure 10) were later looked at again with the second piezo, used 
as a strain gauge, to measure the Q's of the resonances. Some of these peaks 
were close to those of the test mass, and within the estimated uncertainty arising 
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Figure 42: This transfer function between two piezoelectric strain transducers 
bonded to an instrumented dummy test mass like the one depicted in Figure 9 
shows a large number of mechanical resonances in the band of interest. The 
quality factors Q of the most prominent modes were measured by exciting them 
individually and timing their ringdown after cutting off the excitation. 
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Figure 43: Each vibrational mode depicted here was mapped by exploring a 
dummy test mass with a small accelerometer (see text). The frequencies and Q's 
of (a) and (c) would be altered for a mass suspended by wires at the center rather 
than sitting on soft rubber as in the tests. The effective mass and coupling to 
mirror displacement can be estimated from such diagrams. 
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from the different suspension, the lack of air damping, and the different number 
and arrangement of optical mounts change the frequencies and Q's somewhat . 
To estimate the contribution of thermal noise in the modes we identified we 
took the measured Q and frequency along with estimates of the parameters 
a and m e from the accelerometer maps. In units appropriate to the 3.2 kHz 
resonance measured on Huey, the RPSD of strain at the peak due to thermal 
noise (Equation 14 with j = 1) should be 
matching heights of peaks near this frequency in the strain spectrum (Figure 11, 
upper curve) within a factor of two. 
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Appendix B 
Principle of the Optical Phase 
Detection 
In this appendix we present a heuristic explanation of the modulation technique 
developed by Drever et al: [60] for determining the relative phase or frequency 
error between a Fabry-Perot optical cavity and an incident laser beam. 
Returning to the pictorial language of Figure 5, recall that the light reflected 
from a Fabry-Perot cavity whose length is somewhere near an integral number 
of half- wavelengths has two dominant contributions to its electric field. One is 
the field promptly reflected from the input cavity mirror, E0 ; this is of course 
just a sample of the laser output at the time. The second piece, E11 is light 
which has entered the cavity in the past. This will itself be the vector sum 
of components which entered 21 I c ago and bounced once, 41 I c ago and bounced 
three times (once at the input mirror) , 61l c and bounced five times , . . . , leaking 
away some energy with every bounce. 
We want to measure the phase difference between the two components. To 
do this, we tag the laser field b~ with a distinctive signature. We impose on it a 
phase modulation at radio frequency W m · The original field is passed through an 
electrooptic (Pockels) cell driven by a sinusoidal voltage, effectively introducing a 
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sinusoidally varying time delay with period 27r fwm . This is depicted in Figure 44, 
where we have kept our frame of reference locked to the laser field before the 
modulation is imposed (i.e. our frame still rotates at a constant rate equal to 
the mean frequency of the laser light). Now, it is true that light entering the 
cavity will also have this modulation on it; but unless by lack of foresight the 
chosen modulating period is an integral multiple of the round-trip light travel 
time 21/ c, the average effect of the phase dithering on the sum E1 will wash out to 
zero. The cavity "cleans off" the phase modulation. Looking at it briefly in the 
frequency domain, the phase modulation puts sidebands on the optical carrier; 
these sidebands are spaced W m away from the carrier, so that if the carrier is 
resonant with an optical cavity of bandwidth D.w ~ wm , the sidebands are not 
resonant and are reflected. The frequency wm, in our case 27r X 12.335 MHz, is 
chosen to satisfy this condition. 
With E1 stripped of the modulation, whatever the average phase difference 
is between the laser light and the cavity leakage field, a component of that phase 
difference will increase when our imposed "tagging" phase increases and decrease 
when the imposed phase decreases. Again referring to Figure 44, this means 
that a component in the reflected light intensity (the quantity lEo + E112 ) will 
fluctuate at W m if the mean phase difference is not precisely zero. In fact, the 
intensity will fluctuate in sympathy with our modulation if the mean relative 
phase is negative, say, and against the modulation if the mean relative phase is 
positive. Providing we keep track of the modulation imposed by the Pockels cell, 
we can decide which way and by how much the laser phase differs from the phase 
of the light stored in the cavity by the sign and magnitude of the fluctuations 
seen in the reflected light at the modulation frequency. 
The reflected light is shone on a photodiode; the photocurrent is bandpass-
filtered to transmit only components near W m · Then, the filtered current is 
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Figure 44: A phasor representation of the phase modulation fringe discrimina-
tor. The laser field (solid, at left) is phase modulated at a radio frequency be-
tween the two extremes shown (dotted and dashed to denote opposite swings of 
the modulating waveform). On reflection from the cavity input mirror the laser 
phase is shifted by 1r radians. This Eo is added to returning cavity light E ca.v i 
if E ca.v bears a retarded phase (8¢ < 0) with respect to the mean laser phase, 
the resultant Er will be longer at the dotted portion of the modulation cycle 
than at the dashed portion (top), and the light power, which is proportional to 
IE r 12 , will be greater in the dotted half cycle than in the dashed half cycle. If the 
relative optical phase is instead advanced, Er (and the reflected power) will be 
larger during the dashed half cycle of the modulation (bottom); at zero relative 
optical phase the reflected power will be the same during symmetric swings of 
the modulation waveform (center), and no net fluctuation at the modulating fre-
quency will appear. Multiplying the reflected power (detected on a photodiode) 
by the modulating waveform and integrating the result over several periods gives 
a signal proportional to the component fluctuating at the modulating frequency, 
and therefore proportional to the optical phase error 8¢. 
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multiplied (usually in a diode bridge balanced mixer) by the modulating signal 
itself. This picks out the piece which is coherent with the modulation, and 
after low- pass filtering the product provides a pseudolinear representation of the 
desired optical phase difference. The result is presented in Figure 45, showing 
the reflected light intensity and the mixer output voltage obtained by scanning 
a laser through the resonance of a small cavity. 
A final , but critical subtlety; because the cavity stores light from the past, 
there is a difference in its response to changes of laser phase depending on how 
rapidly they occur. For changes that are sudden with respect to the storage time, 
the cavity will not reach equilibrium with the laser; but for gradual changes (like 
the scan which produced the picture in Figure 45), the light inside the cavity 
will tend to catch up in phase. The sensing system works differently in the two 
regimes. For short durations, the demodulated signal follows the instantaneous 
phase difference; over longer durations, the signal reflects the rate of change of 
the phase difference, i.e. , the frequency difference. The effect is the same as that 
of a simple RC lowpass network , with time constant oC~ 2-re, where T e is the 
cavity storage time (see Equation 13). 
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Figure 45: Picture captured as the laser was scanned through the resonance of 
a 30 em cavity. Trace (a) is the total photocurrent detected from light reflected 
from the cavity, showing the dip in reflection when the laser passes through 
resonance. The ratio K = (Imax- Imin) / Imax is the fringe contrast . Trace (b) 
is the filtered output of the RF mixer; near the resonance the voltage is roughly 
proportional to the frequency difference between the cavity and the laser. A tiny 
dip in the total light on either side of the main resonance is just visible, with 
corresponding phase signals in the mixer output. These are the resonances of 
the cavity with the modulation sidebands themselves, which are 12 MHz away 
from the optical carrier (setting the frequency scale of the picture). In the 40 
meter cavities, which are equipped with much better mirrors, the resonances are 
3,000 times narrower. Note that the phase signal has an opposite slope at the 
sidebands; this keeps a servo from accidentally locking onto a sideband instead 
of the carrier. 
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Appendix C 
Burst and Coalescing Binary Sources 
C.l Short Bursts of Gravitational Radiation 
Burst sources of gravitational waves have been sought most often by experiments 
to date, and the early history of the field was largely driven by an explicit or 
implicit assumption that bursts from supernovae were most likely to provide the 
first confirmed detection. We can define as a burst any waveform h(t) which is 
zero before some initial instant , has appreciable amplitude for only a few cycles, 
and then dies off. Fitting this category are the wide variety of waveforms postu-
lated to emanate from stellar collapse to a neutron star or black hole [1,80,81], 
or infall of material into a black hole [82] . At present there is no firm consensus 
regarding how strong these waves are or how frequently they might be generated 
in a given volume of space. 
As far as we know, no detailed mechanism has been proposed by which a 
supernova remnant might emit a large burst of gravitational radiation days or 
weeks after its collapse. While this ignorance could well be interpreted as an 
incentive to look for such events , we will for now assume that detectable bursts 
belong to the class of signals not associated with the supernova, and thus having 
no particular a priori reason to have occurred just when we were looking. Thus, 
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we address chances for detecting signals at strengths and/ or event rates not ruled 
out statistically by previous experiments. 
The best published limit to date on gravitational wave bursts has been set by 
observations with the Stanford University cryogenic bar antenna [66]. In com-
paring their limit, which is expressed in terms of energy deposited in the bar's 
fundamental mode of vibration, to the detectability threshold of a broadband in-
terferometer it is necessary to specify the waveform under consideration. This is 
of course not generally possible, so investigators have proposed model "canonical 
forms" for bursts , varying a finite number of model parameters (e.g. amplitude, 
number of half- cycles, and characteristic frequency) to span an infinity of be-
lievable theoretical waveforms [84,86,87]. The approach has its pitfalls. The 
energy deposited in a narrowband bar1 is essentially determined by the value 
of the impinging signal's power spectrum evaluated at the bar frequency. Sharp 
discontinuities in the canonical waveform or its derivatives, taken for simplicity 
of calculation, can serve to redistribute the pulse energy over a broader spec-
tral band than the comparatively smooth natural waveform being approximated. 
This causes an overestimation of the bar's response to bursts having characteris-
tic frequencies far from the bar frequency, analogous to the spectral leakage seen 
in Fourier analysis of data which have been too sharply "windowed" . 
A further subtlety not addressed in some comparisons of bars and interferom-
eters is also related to the bandwidth issue. When translating the quoted mean 
noise level of an instrument into a statistically measurable rate of astrophysical 
events, it is important to define the time interval over which the detector out-
put has some acceptably small probability of exceeding a certain threshold in 
the absence of any signal. Narrow band bar detectors, when filtered optimally, 
1T he cryogenic resonant bar detectors operated so far have had bandwidths of order 1% or 
less of their resonant frequency [88,89]. 
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are interrogated about once every tenth of a second to one second, almost in-
dependent of the expected signal duration; the quoted mean noise level is on 
average exceeded once in every e such intervals. By contrast, an interferometer 
has time resolution of order D.t ~ rJ rrSNR where rc is the characteristic length 
of the burst, and SNR is its detected signal-to-noise ratio. The broadband ex-
perimenter pays for knowing the exact pulse arrival time by having to quote a 
mean noise level that is actually exceeded once in e milliseconds (for bursts of 
that length) . As Thorne [1] points out, if the detector noise is perfectly Gaussian 
or if one combines an ensemble of independent detectors such that the aggregate 
noise approaches a Gaussian distribution, this merely requires setting a slightly 
higher threshold for the interferometer to reach the desired "accidental detection" 
rate, say three false alarms per year. Single detectors tend to have significant 
excesses of large events over the Gaussian model [37,66,86], with typical spurious 
event rates falling much more slowly than an exponential with increasing event 
energy. This can leave a longer way to go for the "broadbander" to achieve an 
acceptable false alarm rate. 
With these caveats in mind a look at the Stanford results shows a tough mark 
to match. I used one of the better- behaved short pulse waveforms considered by 
Dewey2 [86], and varied the characteristic timescale of the burst (not adhering to 
any particular model, but once again as a convenient parametrization) between 
.25 and 2 milliseconds. The published bar event rate limits have been replotted 
against the approximate R .M.S. signal amplitude h0 they represent for this para-
metric family of burst waveforms (Figure 46). Also plotted is the projected event 
rate seen by a hypothetical broadband detector whose noise is white between 500 
Hz and 4kHz (and very high elsewhere), with a Gaussian probability distribution, 
2The waveform is derived from a numerical simulat ion of a part icle falling into a rotating 
black hole performed by Kojima a nd N a.ka.mura [82] . 
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and with a mean noise level given by Sh(f) 112 ~ 5 x 10- 19 /VHz. Nearly Gaussian 
noise at this level might conceivably be achieved in a coincidence analysis of data 
from the Glasgow and Caltech interferometers as they were operating in March 
of 1987, but the curve should not be taken too seriously. It really represents a 
"best case" scenario. 
The calculations indicate that the interferometer data would not place any 
new limits on the rate of occurrance of bursts having this particular form. Had 
the observing run been extended for some weeks, it might have been possible 
with coincidence analysis to explore some new territory. 
Choosing a different waveform with more cycles at the characteristic fre-
quency, i.e. a higher Q, affects the analysis by narrowing the spectrum of the 
signal. Bursts like this could be more likely to have "missed" exciting the Stan-
ford bar if at frequencies far from the bar frequency, while registering in a more 
broadband detector. At this point, however, the limited event rate floor imposed 
by the short coincidence time seems discouraging. 
C.2 Coalescing Compact Binaries 
The only type of gravitational wave signal with a highly predictable waveform, 
a known strength, and a fairly predictable event rate is the "chirp" generated 
by the inspiral and coalescence of a compact binary system comprising black 
holes and/ or neutron stars [1]. The unique form of the signal may also allow 
accurate and independent determination of the Hubble constant, if the source 
can be identified with an optical display or if a large sample of waveforms can be 
examined statistically [6] . Planned large-scale gravitational wave observatories 
[90] may be able to see such events occurring anywhere in the observable universe. 
The waveform, which is described extensively elsewhere [8,37,87,91], begins 
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Figure 46: Published upper limits on the rate of gravitational wave bursts re-
ported by Boughn et al. [66] for the Stanford bar experiment are here rein-
terpreted as R .M.S . strain for the class of waveforms h(t) depicted (really a 
waveform calculated by Kojima and Nakamura [82] for a specific burst mech-
anism, pressed into service as a general-purpose short pulse). The timescale 
r of the burst is varied from .25 to 2 milliseconds; at both extremes the Stan-
ford results place a limit on burst event rates as a function of h0 shown in curve 
B . The bar is optimally sensitive to bursts with timescale equal to the bar's pe-
riod (1.2 ms); the limit for such bursts is shown as curve A. Line C represents 
a hypothetical limit which could conceivably result from coincidence analysis of 
the Caltech and Glasgow data from the 1987 observations (it is nearly indepen-
dent of the burst timescale); however, since the coincident observations spanned 
at most a few hours, event rates below 10 per day (dotted portion of curve C) 
are inaccessible. For fairness, the limit quoted in [66] for a coincidence search 
with two similar bars is also interpreted for r = 1.2 ms (D); recent coincident 
observations (now being analyzed) between comparable bars at LSU, Stanford 
and CERN could probe this range. 
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as a sinusoid at the frequency of the nearly classical initial orbit. Gravitational 
radiation reaction removes orbital energy and angular momentum, and the am-
plitude and frequency increase with time as the objects spiral closer together and 
revolve faster. The final burst, when the objects are tidally disrupted, is likely 
to be very complicated for neutron stars, but for black holes numerical simula-
tions should be able to calculate the waveform. From the detection standpoint, 
however, relatively little of the total emitted energy is left at the coalescence; the 
lion's share will have been radiated away during the long inspiral. Strategies are 
therefore being developed [37,92 ,93] which concentrate on filtering the outputs 
of broadband detectors to follow the rising frequency and integrate over many 
cycles, taking advantage of the pseudo- coherent release of orbital binding energy 
over a long period. The time variation of the signal depends on a single "mass 
parameter," which is the reduced mass of the binary system multiplied by the 
total mass raised to the 2/ 3 power. This parametrization, as well as some phys-
ical insight as to the maximum gravitational wave frequency achieved before the 
system breaks up (e.g., about 500Hz for two neutron stars or 10 solar mass black 
holes [1]) , allows filtering for all possible mass combinations simultaneously in 
real time [93]. 
Once again, there seems to be no compelling reason to link this specific 
mechanism with the aftermath of a supernova; indeed, the known size of this 
kind of signal essentially puts the location of the supernova out of range of 
our apparatus3 • The Stanford search of 1982 [66] places the strictest published 
limit on the rate of these signals as well as for short bursts. Following Dewey's 
estimates oi bar and interferometer response to these signals, we can compare 
the bar and interferometer signal- to-noise ratios for a given source distance and 
3The ra nge of t he search performed , about 25 parsecs for neutron star pairs, is limited by 
facto rs discussed in (37). It encompasses a volume highly unlikely to contain enough such objects 
to expect a coalescence during the observat ions . 
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mass parameter. The low-frequency limit of the interferometer is important; as 
pointed out above, the bulk of the energy is emitted at low frequencies (the signal 
power spectrum falls as J- 713 ) . Reducing the low-frequency cutoff frequency to 
300 Hz instead of 500 Hz would increases the collected signal energy by almost a 
factor of two, allowing detections .J2 farther away and encompassing 2312 ~ 2.8 
times more volume in the "detectability envelope." In practice, of course, the 
seismic noise which forces the cutoff has a complicated spectrum, and the filter 
should be given an optimal shape to account for this. For this observing run, 
the coalescing binary search performed by Sheryl Smith included frequencies as 
low as 300 Hz, although this was not optimal for all mass parameters considered 
[94] . 
For very massive black hole pairs (M1 ,...., M 2 ,2: 10M0 ) there might be negli-
gible excitation of an 850 Hz bar detector if the coalescence itself doesn't pro-
duce a large high- frequency burst , while a broadband detector sensitive at 500 
Hz might still pick something up. This is one possibility not ruled out by the 
general-purpose 1982 Stanford search, although it is admittedly a narrow one. 
Once again, however, the very limited length of the observing run combined with 
the small volume of the universe observable at this sensitivity make it unlikely 
that such a binary might go off within range in such a short time. Even assum-
ing a distribution of compact binary masses "designed" to evade the 850 Hz bar 
frequency, one or more coalescences per few hours within our own galaxy is ir-
reconcilable with the observed galactic matter density [1]. 
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Appendix D 
Data Acquisition 
Some technical details of the data acquisition and timing systems are presented 
in this Appendix. Relatively little work could be spent on refining the hardware 
and software, since (as we mentioned in Chapter 4) the system was assembled in 
a mad hurry. This probably makes it all the more important to describe it fully, 
as things were not generally done in a way someone with more time to think 
would have done them. 
D.l Signal Preparation 
The data acquisition computer, a Masscomp MC-500 equipped with 12-bit mul-
tiplexed ADC's and a single 1600 bpi magnetic tape drive, was programmed to 
digitize analog signals on each of five input channels sequentially; the five-sample 
sets were recorded into memory buffers which were sequentially dumped to the 
tape drive in raw 16-bit binary integer form. No headings, markers, or other frills 
were recorded. Simultaneously a wider array of auxiliary signals was recorded 
on an eight-channel analog chart recorder, using "pulse stretching" circuitry to 
insure registration of impulsive events in the broadband signals. 
The actual strain signal recorded was a heavily filtered version of the feedback 
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voltage applied to the secondary cavity piezoelectric mirror. This signal reflects 
any differential length change between the two cavities in that it is an applied 
correction, and is relatively independent of various electronic and optical transfer 
function characteristics providing the gain of the secondary cavity loop is kept 
high (a condition satisfied for much of the frequency spectrum to be considered). 
The actual signal used for routine diagnostic monitoring of the interferometer, 
derived from an Ithaco 1201 FET-input preamp sensing a high-impedance tap 
on the HV mirror drive, was further filtered by a commercial Rockland 452 active 
filter set to pass frequencies between 400 and 4000 Hz with the equivalent of 
two cascaded 4-pole Bessel filters. The schematic is shown in Figure 27 . With 
our typical sampling rate of 1 Ok (samples/ sec) / channel, the Nyquist rate of 5 
kHz is rather close to the corner frequency of the lowpass filter section, and so 
some aliasing can be expected to have occurred at the high end of the frequency 
spectrum. This potential ambiguity was accepted in order to cover as much 
bandwidth as possible. 
Four other analog signals were also digitized and recorded concurrently on the 
computer tape. The high-voltage laser feedback from the primary cavity / laser 
servo loop served as a monitor of laser misbehavior, mode hops, mechanical or 
acoustic disturbances, or temporary overloading "glitches" as the primary servo 
approached its dynamic range limits. The output of a Ranger seismometer, 
placed underneath the vertex optical table and oriented to sense vertical accel-
erations, was amplified and filtered; this low-frequency signal was added to the 
high-pass filtered amplified output from a microphone, hung by its cord above 
the laser table, and the sum was recorded on a third channel. A filtered version 
of the output of a WWV VLF receiver (HP117 A) was recorded on the fourth 
channel, as a coarse absolute timing reference. Finally, the light power falling on 
the secondary cavity photodiode was recorded, monitoring the fringe contrast on 
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this cavity and thus telling when both cavities were locked to fringes 1 • 
All these signals were digitized at equal intervals and at the same rate. All but 
the strain signal and perhaps the microphone diagnostic signal require minimal 
bandwidth for faithful reproduction, and would have served equally well had they 
been recorded at much lower rates. This would in turn have allowed recording 
other signals which might be used as added diagnostics or event vetoes while 
still maintaining the overall data rate below the limits set by our hardware, or 
alternatively, might have reduced the outrageous speed with which we filled up 
tapes, but the programming for such an efficient algorithm was too complex to 
complete and debug in time. 
To partly satisfy the need for additional monitoring of the interferometer per-
formance, and also for overall redundancy, a multichannel analog chart recorder 
running at 1 em/ minute was supplied with all the signals going to the com-
puter (except the WWV timing) and several others. The laser intensity falling 
on an auxiliary photodiode served to normalize the fringe contrast on both sec-
ondary and primary cavities (also recorded). A differently filtered version of the 
secondary cavity mirror feedback, emphasizing low-frequency drifts and trends, 
provided insight into the overall expansion and contraction of the laser table 
and the interferometer arms. The microphone and strain signals were processed 
by special pulse-stretching circuits2 intended to make sure that rapid transients 
would still show up on the trace in rough proportion to their peak amplitude . 
1 Losing lock on the primary cavity automaticall y t hrows the secondary out, as it is unable to 
track the much larger fluctuations in the unstabil ized laser wavelength . 
2 Essentially a full-wave rect ifier dri ving a fast peak hold circuit, which is arranged to have a 
droop time longe r tha n t he pen response t ime of the cha rt recorde r. The unit was designed and 
buil t by colleagues in G lasgow. 
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D.2 Timing 
A complete clock and WWV receiver system was put together very quickly for 
us by Robert Carlson, with some equipment borrowed from the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory and a handbuilt counting circuit. The ADC sampling was synchro-
nized by an HP 105B oven-stabilized quartz oscillator. The 1 MHz output of 
the oscillator was counted down by the counting circuit which gave out a TTL 
pulse every n oscillator periods, with n adjustable. The circuit was externally 
gated by one line of the BCD time code output from a Systron-Donner 8120 
Time Code Generator, which was itself clocked by the same quartz oscillator. 
The gating was rigged so that at 20-second intervals, every odd ten seconds, 
the countdown circuit was enabled and (if cleared and armed by the operator in 
the last 20 seconds) started giving out clocking pulses at the selected intervals. 
Each pulse triggered the ADC to digitize one sample on one channel, and the 
channels were addressed cyclically, starting with the gravitational wave strain 
channel. During most of the observing run the countdown circuit was set to 
n = 20, giving an aggregate sample rate of 50,000 samples/second, or 10,000 
(samples/ second)/ channel. 
The time code generator was manually set to within 50 milliseconds of Uni-
versal Time by use of a WWV receiver tuned to the 10 or 15 MHz WWV broad-
casts. After the run the absolute time and the rate of the quartz oscillator were 
checked more accurately using a portable cesium beam standard; during the run 
the drift of the oscillator was also constantly checked by long-term phase com-
parison with the 60 kHz VLF WWV broadcast signal, using the HP 117 A VLF 
Phase Comparator. The adjustments indicated by these comparisons are far be-
low the level of precision required by any of the analyses discussed here, but for 
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future searches these data can probably be corrected to 100 microsecond abso-
lute timing accuracy if needed. 
The starting time (time of the first sample on the first channel) of each tape 
was recorded by the operator from the display on the time code generator; the 
known sampling interval kept time from that point onward for that tape. The 
system was briefly checked for missed samples and other obvious errors. The 
WWV VLF signal recorded on one of the tape channels served as an independent 
check for gross timing errors. A spot check of one tape showed this signal was 
continuous and in agreement with the sampling interval. 
At the inefficient data rate quoted above, each reel of tape lasted only 7 
minutes 13 seconds. Although after some difficulty we were able to borrow a 
second tape drive, our computer persistently rejected the implant and we were 
unable to get two drives working in complementary fashion. Hence we were forced 
to accept some "dead time" while rewinding each tape and mounting a fresh one. 
After some initial training, we were able to do this in about 135 seconds (largely 
limited by the tape drive rewind time) for an overall duty cycle of 70% . It should 
be mentioned that the other major source of dead time in this run, loss of fringe 
lock in one or both cavities of the interferometer, occurred during 20 to 40% of 
the observing time, depending on a large number of environmental factors . Both 
losses are associated with unfortunate, though far from inevitable, peculiarities of 
the apparatus, and can be made insignificant with modest attention in the future. 
D.3 Calibration 
Uncertainties in the secondary cavity servo loop gain may introduce complica-
tions in the straightforward interpretation of the mirror feedback signal as a 
strain. A major cause of fluctuating servo gain was the changing fringe contrast 
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in the cavity, caused by alignment variations and exacerbated by the distorted 
condition of the mirrors. During this observing run, the servo unity-gain fre-
quency probably fluctuated between 3 and 4 kHz, leading to some variation 
in the calibration above 2 kHz. The actual transfer function was occasionally 
checked by exciting the calibration piezo transducer on Huey (end mass of the 
primary cavity) to induce an artificial strain. The piezoelectric constant of this 
piezo had been measured to about 1 dB accuracy before the mass was installed 
in 1984, and several independent checks have since verified that this value was 
stable over time. A further concern, that the piezo might not respond linearly 
at the extremely small displacements (of order 1 Fermi R.M.S.) used to cali-
brate the antenna, was answered directly by crosschecks against the magnetic 
force transducers installed subsequently. At intervals during the observing run 
several different test waveforms were applied to this piezo, including sine waves 
at various frequencies, step functions, and broadband pseudorandom noise. This 
allowed accurate compensation for the frequency response of the readout. 
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